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Abstract

The ‘development’ of poorer countries is a significant field of academic debate and a
prominent aspect of international public policy. This thesis examines the concept of
development and key theories which surround the concept which provide the basis for the
implementation of development processes in practice. Within the context of the theoretical
debate, this study questions whether development programs which have been implemented
in Sri Lanka have assisted poor and disadvantaged women in that country. While extensive
debate over the best way to achieve ‘development’ continues, specific development
programs examined in this study have—to a small yet still meaningful extent—assisted
poor and disadvantaged women in Sri Lanka within the constraints of prevailing social and
economic structures.
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Introduction
Development has long been a key issue in international politics. From colonial times
to the United Nation’s Millennium Development Goals, the idea of lifting ‘poor’
countries out of poverty and apparent ‘backwardness’ continues to be a major
concern for nation states and other stakeholders such as inter-governmental and nongovernmental organisations. For over half a century, the international community has
seen economic development as the means to reduce poverty in poorer countries.
Economically, poverty can be thought of as an inability to meet material needs
through cash transactions; balancing consumption with income in order to maintain
minimum standards of living.1 More commonly, ideas of international poverty focus
on countries where the majority of people are unable to access basic healthcare,
education, housing and nutrition.2

Development studies became a prominent phenomenon in academic discourse in the
post World-War II period and many different theories have influenced and guided
policy makers who sought to tackle poverty. Feminist analyses of development have
attempted to address the problem where women form the majority of the poor and

1

2

World Bank, ‘Overview – Attacking Poverty: Opportunity, Empowerment, and Security’ in World
Development Report 2000/2001, Washington, DC: World Bank, 2000, p 1 (available online
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPOVERTY/Resources/WDR/overview.pdf); Aline
Coudouel et al, ‘Poverty Measurement and Analysis’, in The PRSP Sourcebook, Washington, DC:
World Bank, 2002 (available online: http://poverty2.forumone.com/files/5467_chap1.pdf); M P
Todaro, Economic Development (7th ed), Reading, Mass: Addison Wesley, 2000, p 732.
UNDP, Human Development Report 2003 – Millennium Development Goals: a Compact among
Nations to End Human Poverty, New York: Oxford University Press for the UNDP, 2003, p 16.
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very poor because they typically earn lower wages and have more limited access to
development resources and opportunities.3 This thesis focuses on how the concept of
development is related to women in Sri Lanka and specifically how Sri Lankan
women are affected by poverty and the processes which have been implemented to
promote development and bring these women out of poverty. This study aims to
understand how the field of mainstream development studies has been applied in
practice to assist women in Sri Lanka and whether alternative approaches have been
more successful.

This thesis will be divided into four chapters. The first chapter will examine the field
of development studies in detail, discussing the nature of the concept of development
as well as theories of development. There are two types of theories which will be
discussed: orthodox theories of economic growth and alternative approaches to
development which arose in response to the supposed failings of the orthodox
theories. The second chapter will examine these concepts, theories and practices
through feminist paradigms and will highlight the need for women to balance their
reproductive and productive roles in the process of achieving ‘meaningful
development’4 The third chapter will apply these concepts and theories to Sri Lanka’s
development experiences on a macro level and will also examine grassroots level
projects through the discussion of three NGOs and their approaches to development.

3

4

Noeleen Heyzer, ‘Gender, Economic Growth and Poverty’, Development, vol. 35, no. 1, 1992, pp
50-53, p 51.
UNIFEM, United Nations Development Fund for Women: Development Co-operation with
Women: The Experience and Future Directions of the Fund, New York: United Nations
Department of International Economic and Social Affairs, 1985, p 159.
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The final chapter will examine if and how these development approaches have helped
women in Sri Lanka who are living in poverty.

Research and Methodology
This thesis adopts a theoretical approach focusing on the question of whether
development programs which have been implemented in Sri Lanka have assisted poor
and disadvantaged women. In order to do so, this research firstly identifies and
analyses literature on development theories which support development policy and
processes. Secondly there is an examination of development theory and practice in
the context of feminist critiques. A summary of key literature in these fields of study
provides a basis for the examination of the hypothesis and research question posed in
this thesis. Finally, there is an examination of the research literature in the context of
secondary sources on Sri Lanka’s development experience and data collected during a
field visit to Sri Lanka from 17 June 2005 to 3 July 2005. The data collected is in the
form of interviews and associated interview notes. The interviews were limited to
those who were attached to the three NGOs focused on in this thesis. The interviews
were held using both structured and unstructured formats.

As this thesis is focussed on the application of development theories and processes
and their effectiveness, no statistical models have been utilised to validate the data.
The interviews are of a qualitative rather than a quantitative nature. This thesis also
utilises pre-exiting research, including the reports of the United Nations, the World
3

Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and annual reports of the NGOs examined as
secondary sources to assist in understanding the application of development theories.

There were various limits to the methodology employed in this research. Due to the
socio-political and security situation in Sri Lanka at the time of the field research trip
it was not possible to visit grassroots development projects in Sri Lanka in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of projects in putting theory into practice as had been
originally envisaged. This study does not evaluate the effectiveness of grassroots
development projects has experienced by the beneficiaries of these programs. The
focus of this research is whether development practices in Sri Lanka have been useful
in the context of theoretical debate on the merit of these approaches. Therefore this
thesis relies on analysis of pre-existing literature as well as interviews with people
directly involved with development processes on the ground in Sri Lanka in order to
draw conclusions. The main limitation was not being able to validate the conclusions
through direct interviews of beneficiaries of development projects.

The conclusion to this study highlight the dilemma which exists following over five
decades debate about ‘development’ and argues that while the process is far from
perfect, it is firmly entrenched as part of international relations. While the theories
and practices are not perfect, the development programs examined in this study have
assisted poor and disadvantaged women in Sri Lanka within the context of prevailing
social and economic structures. Until a complete solution to the problem of poverty
can be found, it is important to work with the current structures and processes as even

4

the smallest improvements to the lives of people living in poverty is better than
nothing at all.

5

Chapter One: Understanding Development
1.0 Introduction
The concept of development has spawned a great deal of academic writing as well as
public policy activities which seek to make the notions it espouses into realities ‘on
the ground’. Development is now a fundamental political concept; it is the object of
many governments and bureaucracies. The United Nations has a specific agency
which focuses on it,5 many non-governmental organisations (NGOs) exist to achieve
it, wealthy nations take note of it in their international dealings, universities teach
courses on it and poorer nations are seemingly unable to survive without it.6

While ‘development’ has become a central and commonly used term within
international political discourse, it is also an amorphus one which is difficult to
describe and define. As I will be examining the impact of this idea—and the various
theories which surround it—upon development practices in Sri Lanka in Chapter
Three, it is important to discuss the concept of development in order to come to any
conclusions about it. This chapter will take the form of a literature review and will
examine the concept of development through a theoretical framework. In the first
section, I will look at the notion of development in general by exploring the central

5
6

United Nations Development Program (UNDP).
See, Thomas W Dichter, Despite Good Intentions: why development assistance to the Third World
has failed, Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2003, p 60; David Hulme and Mark Turner,
Sociology and Development: theories, policies and practices, New York: Harvester-Wheatsheaf,
1990, p3.
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concept as well as some of its relevant surrounding terminology. This section will
highlight that all conceptions of ‘development’ are in relative terms. The second
section will examine the mainstream theories of development: the liberal orthodox
approach, the modernisation theory and the orthodox Marxist approach. The third
section will examine critiques of these mainstream approaches by examining
dependency theory, participatory development theory and post-development theory as
alternative theoretical approaches to development.

1.1 Defining Development
Development can be seen as a post-World War Two construct. Several key texts note
that the driving factor behind the modern evolution of ‘development’ was the era of
post-war reconstruction, which included the establishment of the World Bank
following the Bretton Woods conference in 1944, the Truman Doctrine and the
Marshall Plan in 1947.7 United States President Truman’s inaugural address on 20
January 1949 has been referred to as the birth of the development era and the postwar development industry as we now know it:
We must embark on a bold new program for making the benefits of our scientific
advances and industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of
underdeveloped areas.8

7

8

Gustavo Esteva, ‘Development’ in W Such (ed), The Development Dictionary, London: Zed
Books, 1995, pp 6-25, p 7; Maggie Black, The No-Nonsense Guide to International Development,
Oxford: New Internationalist Publications and Verso, 2002, p 15.
Quoted in Esteva, p 6.
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The ideas in that brief passage spawned the post-war development industry. The
reconstruction period, which turned into an expansion of ideological influence
through assistance to newly independent nations during the Cold War9 and the 1960s
‘Decade of Development’ firmly entrenched the fervour of Truman’s vision.

1.1.1 Relativism and Comparisons
An attempt to define the concept of ‘development’ is a difficult task because
[d]evelopment occupies the centre of an incredibly powerful semantic constellation.
There is nothing in modern mentality comparable to it as a force guiding thought and
behaviour. At the same time, very few words are as feeble, as fragile, and as
incapable of giving substance and meaning to thought and behaviour as this one.10

It is important to note that any discussion of ‘development’ is relative in its terms and
contexts. For the simplest definition, one could say that development in any sense is a
progression from one state or form to a higher state or form. The notion of improving
and advancing from one condition to another indicates that the first condition was of
a lower order as compared to the final condition, which is to be desired as a goal or an
achievement. As the dominant paradigm of ‘development’ suggests that development
must occur as a means ‘to escape from the undignified condition of
underdevelopment’, there must first be a perception of the initial state being
something lesser.11

9

10
11

See for example Nalini Visavanthan, ‘General Introduction’ in Nalini Visavanthan et al (eds), The
Women, Gender and Development Reader, London and New Jersey: Zed Books, 1997, pp 1-6, p 1.
Esteva, p 8.
Esteva, p 7.
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An examination of the terminology used in international development studies clearly
demonstrates this sense of relativity. Maggie Black, in The No-Nonsense Guide to
International Development, writes that development is ‘the process by which
“backward” countries would “catch up” with the industrialized world – courtesy of its
assistance.’12 Countries which are the focus of academic writing and the industry of
development are often described as ‘non-industrialized’,13 ‘less developed’ or
‘underdeveloped’ (and in some older analyses, ‘backward’ or ‘primitive’14).
Furthermore, the inherent aims of development programs are to improve and advance
the social and economic situations of that nation so as to be on par with nations which
are considered more ‘developed’. This understanding was clearly expounded in
Truman’s 1949 description of the ideals of ‘international development’.

The language of development highlights a series of relationships between nations
who are rich or poor, advanced or backward, developed or developing. The concept
of ‘development’ is intrinsically one of relativism because ‘any consideration of
development rests on the making of comparisons’ as outlined by Goldsworthy:
This, by one prevalent view of development, the extraordinary economic,
technological and organisational achievements of a few western societies over the
last two centuries have made them the ‘most’ developed societies on the world. Other
societies are described as ‘less’ developed in varying degrees, not because of some
intrinsic non-viability of their social systems and cultures but because the western
achievement occurred and thereby set up a standard of comparison.15

12
13

14

15

Black, p 10.
Jacob Viner, ‘The Economics of Development’ in A.N. Agarwala and S.P. Singh (eds), The
Economics of Underdevlopment, New York: Oxford University Press, 1963, p 13.
The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines a ‘developing country’ as a ‘poor or primitive country that
is developing better economic and social conditions.’
David Goldsworthy, Analysing Theories of Development, Melbourne: Centre of South East Asian
Studies, Monash University, 1977, p 2.
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This inherent paradigm of comparison is further presented by the historic labelling
and grouping of countries on a scale of relative development. In the Cold War era,
poorer nations were labelled as ‘Third World’ countries which were outside the First
World of capitalist states and the Second World of Soviet states; later, the terms
‘developed/developing’ and ‘industrialized/non-industrialised’ were used
synonymously.16 Recent discussion has been in more ‘politically correct’ and less
derogatory terms of ‘Global North/Global South’. Black writes that along with the
‘rich/poor’ scale, these ‘axis descriptors …are crude and value-laden.’ 17 Shiva
Naipaul argues that:
Of all the relationships there are, none is more problematic or contentious than that
between the rich and poor, the developed and the underdeveloped … the ‘North’ and
the ‘South’… The Third World is a form of bloodless universality that rob
individuals and societies of their particularity.18

There are negative connotations in using a single term (whether it be ‘Third World’,
‘developing countries’ or ‘Global South’) to categorise ‘a vast array of peoples with
different cultures, beliefs and values’ simply on the basis that they are ‘a group of
mostly post-colonial states with relatively low per capita incomes.’19 An observation
from 1977 noted that while the numerous countries which make up the so-called
‘Third World’ are vastly varied, they all share the common features of ‘economic
backwardness and dependence upon scientific, technical and industrial centres in

16
17
18
19

Viner, p 12.
Black, p 15.
Shiva Naipaul, An Unfinished Journey, London: Abacus, Sphere Books Ltd, 1991, pp 31-38.
Caroline Thomas and Peter Wilkin, ‘Still waiting after all these years: the Third World on the
periphery of International Relations’ British Journal of Politics and International Relations, vol. 6,
no. 2, 2004, pp 241-258, p 242.
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North America, Western Europe and Japan.’20 Clearly, when making comparisons the
field of development studies establishes and then relies upon the idea that one
particular type of political and economic system is the best and that anything else is
necessarily inferior. This relativism is a source of some of the problems of the
theories discussed below.

1.1.2 Goals and Indicators
Development is teleological.21 It is a goal-orientated concept because in resting upon
the notion of progression from one state to a higher order, it ‘implicitly or explicitly it
relates to an objective: that of developed-ness.’22 However, development may not
necessarily refer to the ultimate achievement of a particular state-of-being and may
simply refer to the process of moving towards that state-of-being.23 Regardless of this
ambiguity, the concept of ‘development’ hinges upon the attainment of some results,
which can be described in terms of ‘progress’ or ‘growth’ or some other measure of
change for the better.24 From the latter half of the twentieth century to today, ideas of
how development should be achieved have changed. Furthermore, the means of
measuring this achievement and even the goals themselves have slowly evolved.
These concepts will be further elaborated in the discussion of specific theories of
development below, but a simple overview will be presented first.

20

21

22
23
24

Mai Volkov, ‘Third World Countries: Problems of Economic Development and Ways of Solving
Them’, International Development Review, vol. 19, no. 3, 1977, pp 17-20, p17.
Jan Nederveen Pieterse, ‘Dilemmas of Development Discourse: The Crisis of Developmentalism
and the Comparative Method’, Development and Change, vol. 22, 1991, pp 5-29, p 15.
Goldsworthy, p 2.
Goldsworthy, p 2.
See Esteva, p 10.
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During the early stages of the development industry in the 1950s and 1960s, the
common understanding of development studies was that ‘in order to solve social
problems, such as unemployment, and achieve respectable status as modern nations,
poor countries needed “development,” which could be measured by [gross national
product].’25 This simple numerical measure was seen as a convenient and
comprehensive way to quantify and assess the progress of development programs.
Professor Dudley Seers, a prominent commentator on development studies in the
1960s and 1970s, noted that while development should not be confused with
economic growth, the confusion is understandable:
We can after all fall back on the supposition that increases in national income, if they
are faster than population growth, sooner or later lead to the solution of social and
political problems.26

Aside from monetary measures, early ideas about ‘development’ also included goals
related to duplicating the advances and luxuries already enjoyed by developed
nations. As President Truman proclaimed in 1949, making these benefits available to
poorer countries was the purpose of development programs. The idea of replicating
‘Western achievement’ was a development model which had a great deal of influence
on development policy.27

However, it soon became evident that the focus on economic growth in national
income and the replication of economic, social and political orders found in Western
25

26

27

Dudley Seers, ‘The New Meaning of Development’ International Development Review, vol. 19,
no. 3, 1977, pp 2-7, p 2.
Dudley Seers, ‘The Meaning of Development’, International Development Review, vol. 11 (Dec
1969), pp 2-6, p 2.
Goldsworthy, p 3.
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industrial nations were not producing the desired results.28 Figures of national
income, measures specifically designed for industrialized and developed countries,
turned out to be inappropriate for gauging the success of development programs in
the Third World.29 While many developing countries achieved targets for economic
growth in terms of percentage increases in GNP, appalling social conditions such as
poverty and low levels of education remained at best unchanged, and if not
increased.30 In his seminal article ‘The Meaning of Development’, Seers notes that
‘economic growth may not merely fail to solve social problems and political
difficulties; certain types of growth can actually cause them.’31 Less than a decade
after that original article was published, Seers observes that despite two decades of
‘development’, the disparity in the per capita incomes of rich and poor countries was
widening along with inequality of income distribution and power within developing
countries.32 As opposed to simply focusing on monetary balance-sheets, Seers
suggests that development needs to be more focused on welfare goals such as
lowering poverty, unemployment and inequality.33

One can argue that development’ crossed the gap from being purely economic
concept to one which embraced a broader social purpose in 1973 when, as then
President of the World Bank, Robert McNamara persuaded the organization to
reassess the direction of its policies to focus on the poorest people in developing

28
29
30
31
32
33

Hulme and Turner, p4
Seers, ‘The Meaning of Development’, p 6.
Todaro, p 14.
Seers, ‘The Meaning of Development’, p 2.
Seers, ‘The New Meaning of Development’, p 3; see also Dichter, p 62.
Seers, ‘The Meaning of Development’, p 3.
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countries.34 While there is a connection where economic growth can provide a means
to achieve human development, it is has been accepted that ‘human outcomes do not
depend on economic growth and levels of national income alone.’35 Nobel Laureate
Amartya Sen argues that development is a means to reduce the deprivation created by
poverty36 and expand people’s choices and freedom through improving social and
economic factors including political and civil rights.37

The United Nations currently assesses the progress of ‘development’ by looking at
data referred to as the Human Development Index (HDI). HDI measures three aspects
of the human development concept: life expectancy, education and income. These
measures have been supplemented with the Human Poverty Index (HPI), the Genderrelated Development Index (GDI) and the Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM).38
While is highly arbitrary to use a set of numbers to categorise countries as
‘developed’ or ‘developing’, this is now accepted practice. However, the UNDP
recognises that measurements such as the Human Development Index are far from
comprehensive.39

In 2000, the UN General Assembly approved a set of targets aimed at reducing global
poverty and inequality within 15 years. All UN Member States pledged to meet the
Millennium Development Goals which are as follows:
34
35

36
37
38
39

Black, p 71.
UNDP, Human Development Report 2004 – Cultural Liberty in Today’s Diverse World, New
York: Oxford University Press for the UNDP, 2004, p 127.
Amartya Sen, Development as Freedom, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001, pp 87ff.
Sen, p 3.
UNDP, Human Development Report 2003, p 60.
UNDP, Human Development Report 2004, p 128.
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1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
2. Achieve universal primary education
3. Promote gender equality and empower women
4. Reduce child mortality
5. Improve maternal health
6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
7. Ensure environmental sustainability
8. Develop a global partnership for development
Along with these eight goals, 18 targets and 48 indicators were prepared as a roadmap for achieving the targets of the Millennium Development Project.40 It is
interesting to see how goals and indicators for measuring the progress of development
have changed as the ideas and theories about development have evolved. As the
complexity of ‘development’ became more evident, theorists and policymakers have
adapted their processes and programs to their new goals.

Despite being operational for over half a century, the development industry has failed
to achieve desired results in many countries. In the 2003 Human Development
Report, the United Nation Development Program (UNDP) observed that economic
differentiation and inequality was rising and that the accepted indicators for
‘development’ were also worsening in the 1990s.41 These worsening indicators were
aligned with staggering debt, creating circumstances of poverty in the

40

41

A full list of the targets and indicators for the Millennium Development Goals is available online:
http://millenniumindicators.un.org/unsd/mi/mi_goals.asp (accessed 12 May 2005).
UNDP, Human Development Report 2003, pp 40-41.
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underdeveloped world which showed no signs of alleviating.42 There are many
explanations for the failure of real results in the crusade of development to achieve
the goals of improving underdeveloped countries as expounded by President Truman
in 1949.

1.2 Theories of Development
The main reason put forward for the failure of development to achieve its gorals is
centred on the shortcomings of development theory and resulting policy thrusts to
accurately assess the long term issues.43 This section will examine three orthodox
theories of development which were used during the latter half of the twentieth
century to support development policies and programs.

1.2.1 Orthodox Liberal Approach
The dominant understanding of the term ‘development’ often relates to the economic
phenomenon of growth in free-market economies. This understanding, along with the
ideas of the modernisation theory discussed below, has influenced development
policy in the immediate post-war period. This theory has once again come into
prominence within the last decade as neo-liberal thinking in economics, trade and
finance continues to assert its dominance over the international system. Within the

42
43

See Black, p 24.
K R Hope, Development in the Third World: from policy failure to policy reform, London: M E
Sharpe, 1996, p3.
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orthodox liberal paradigm of development, economic growth is viewed as necessary
for combating poverty. In terms of development, countries with lower national
incomes per capita are considered to be ‘less developed’, as demonstrated by the
UNDP’s HDI and World Bank indicators, which divide countries into groups based
on income levels.44

In strict economic terms, development can be understood as the capacity of a state’s
economy to generate and sustain growth, as measured by gross national product
(GNP45). Within this paradigm it is understood that less-developed countries are poor
because their economies fail to produce enough commodities, services, value or
income.46 With this understanding, the ‘planned alternation of the structure of
production and employment,’ often in the form of rapid industrialisation,47 is seen as
the means to facilitate the process and goal of ‘economic development’. In the postwar years, indicators of successful ‘development’ were increasing GNP, increasing
levels of investment and consumption, and a rising standard of living.48 The rationale
behind promoting economic growth as a vehicle for development was that capital
accumulation and an increased GNP would result in a ‘trickle down’ of benefits to the
country’s population. A healthy economy would support the population through the

44
45

46
47
48

Todaro, p 30.
The World Bank now uses the term ‘Gross National Income (GNI)’: see World Bank, Change in
Terminology, World Bank, Washington, DC, viewed 13 May 2005,
http://www.worldbank.org/data/changinterm.html.
David Jaffee, Levels of Socio-Economic Development Theory, New York: Praeger, 1990, p 103.
Todaro, p 14.
Hope, p3.
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creation of jobs and other conditions which were necessary to support the goals of
‘development’.49

The liberal economic paradigm of development highlights two main causes of
international poverty which must be overcome in order to create a healthy economy
in developing nations and reduce the symptoms of ‘underdevelopment’. These two
factors are the ‘inadequate integration of less developed countries into the world
economy and irrational state policies that impede the development of a wellfunctioning market’.50 The orthodox liberal theory proposes domestic development
can be facilitated by an integrated global economy based on trade liberalisation,
specialisation and international division of labour.51 The liberal model also
emphasises capital accumulation, savings and investment as a means of facilitating
GNP growth. Unequal distribution of income—which is a prevalent phenomenon
where liberal economic polices have been applied in practice—was accepted because
rich people were able to save more, generate more investment and stimulate more
growth.52

However, it soon became apparent that simply using income as the driving factor for
development was insufficient, principally because the orthodox liberal model was
geared to Western economic systems. In particular, as discussed previously, it
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became clear that while many developing nations were achieving income growth
targets, standards of living continued to be low53 and the benefits of development as
envisaged by President Truman were not being delivered. This is evident in the case
of Sri Lanka as discussed in Chapter Three. As a result, subsequent theoretical
development attempted to compensate for these failings. In the sense that structural
changes were required to improve economic growth, the orthodox liberal approach to
development goes hand in hand with modernisation theory.

1.2.2 Modernisation Theory
Modernisation theory marked the expansion of development studies from a narrow
economic focus to a more interdisciplinary field incorporating economics with
sociology and politics as a way of addressing the classic liberal economic model’s
failings to achieve poverty-reduction goals in a complex socio-political arena.54
Simply aiming for economic growth was inadequate in dealing with problems such as
education, health care and social equality.55 However, economics continued to play a
central role in this approach. Modernisation theory is based upon the premise
articulated by Arthur Lewis that in order to secure rapid economic growth,56 an
underdeveloped country must transform its economic structure from one with ‘a
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heavy emphasis on traditional subsistence agriculture to a more modern, more
urbanized, and more industrially diverse manufacturing and service economy.’57

While international trade can operate as an ‘engine of growth’, modernisation theory
calls for less developed countries to make structural changes in relation to reliance on
subsistence agriculture, and technical education, in order to facilitate their ‘escape
from economic backwardness.’ 58 Within this paradigm, ‘development’ essentially
entails the transformation of a ‘pre-modern’ traditional society using the technology
and forms of social organisation which ‘characterise the advanced, economically
prosperous, and relatively politically stable nations of the Western World.’59 This
theory presents the dichotomy of ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ which, as we have
observed earlier, as a central aspect of the concept of development. The other key
features of the concept of development observable in modernisation theory are the
delineation of observable differences between countries on a scale of wealth and thus
‘developedness’ and its evolutionary nature.60

The transition of a society from away from traditional economic systems is facilitated
by policy initiatives aimed at ‘modernisation’.61 The central doctrine of
modernisation theory comes from Walter Rostow, whose work influenced
development policy in the late 1950s and early 1960s. In order to achieve the ‘self-
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sustaining economic growth’ so successfully achieved in modern Western societies,
Rostow’s theory proposed that undeveloped societies had to encourage the forces of
supply and demand, investment, infrastructure, technology and mass-consumption in
order become a modern industrial society.62 Hulme and Turner note that for
developing countries, the catalysts for these transitions to modernity are factors of
‘external intrusion which shocked the traditional society into change.’63 The
requirement of these external factors highlight the observation that modernisation is
in practice Westernisation because underdeveloped nations should imitate the
successful model of the West.64

It is interesting to note that modernisation theory has been referred to as a response to
the classical liberal approach’s failure to be applicable in non-Western contexts.65
The apparent solution of Westernising non-Western societies in order for Westernstyle economic growth to prevail is a fairly simplistic approach and four decades later
underdeveloped countries continue to lag behind. The implicit assumption of
modernisation theory is that the West is inherently superior to the Third World in all
social, political and economic aspects and this paradigm has been called ‘a
celebration of Western civilisation’.66 In particular, Rostow saw capitalist
development along the lines of European and American experiences as inevitable.67
Ironically, modernisation theory’s premise of the inevitability of capitalist growth
62
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shares similarities with its ideological nemesis in that it follows classical Marxist
views of development as a fundamental part of historic progression.

1.2.3 Orthodox Marxist Approach
Karl Marx prophesised that backward nations could see their own future by looking
to more developed ones.68 His views on development share similarities with other
nineteenth century evolutionists and twentieth century modernisation theorists in the
sense that the evolution of society was seen to pass through distinct economic stages:
primitive commodity production, feudalism, capitalism, socialism and finally the
utopia of communism.69 The essence of Marx’s work was that all historical changes
were triggered by conflict between the forces and relations of production which
results in the previous mode of production being replaced by a newer one of a high
order.70 Marx’s view on the development of Western societies was that the transitions
were endogenous, that is, triggered from within. However, this theory of European
development did not apply in Asia, the Middle East and elsewhere out of European
influence.

From the orthodox Marxist perspective, pre-capitalist societies of the underdeveloped
world are seen to be historically stuck because they are ‘devoid of any internal
mechanism of social change’ due to a lack of class conflict.71 These societies are
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unable to ‘generate the transition to capitalism internally’ as ‘the producers’ control
of their own subsistence resulted in resistance to change and movement to a higher
mode of production.72 For Marx, the conservative structure of societies in less
developed countries results in the economic and social stagnation and colonialism
and imperialism were a means to overcome these problems.73 Marx saw the
colonisation of less developed countries by those with superior modes of production
as an evil necessary to meet desirable ends of progression and modernisation.74
Introducing capitalism to less developed countries would allow the internal
mechanisms for societal change to exist, thus driving these economies through the
necessary stages to communism. In this sense, the classical Marxist approach to
development in the non-developed world is very similar to modernisation theory in its
views on historical progression, in its Eurocentricity and its legitimation of
colonialism and Westernization.

1.3 Critiques of Orthodox Development Theory
This section will provide an overview of alternative approaches to development
theory and policy that purport to deal with the failings of traditional theories of
development. These critiques highlight the nature of ‘developmentalism’ as a
‘universalist, ahistorical, teleological and ethnocentric … discourse of power’75 which
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has been unsuccessful in providing relief for people in less-developed countries.
‘Alternative development’ has generally been associated with NGOs and
development agencies as opposed to economic theorists. These ideas attempt to find
different ways of approaching the agents, methods, objectives and values of
development.76 This section will examine underdevelopment theory from a
structuralist and dependency position, participatory development process and postdevelopment theory.

1.3.1 Underdevelopment: Structuralism and Dependency Theory
By the 1970s it was clear that orthodox liberal, modernisation and Marxist theories
were failing to achieve ‘development’ and that many less-developed countries
remained subordinate to more developed countries in the international system.77
Dependency theorists argue that the operation of the international economy
systematically causes underdevelopment because the nature of the system negatively
affects poorer countries.78 According to this theory, the capitalist world economy
creates underdevelopment because the international system can be thought of as a
developed core and a less-developed periphery linked through trade and investment.79
As Brazilian scholar Theotonio Dos Santos proposed, the relationship between the
core and the periphery creates an environment of dependence where the already
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developed core achieve self-sustaining growth while the periphery can only grow as a
secondary consequence of core growth.80

Dependency theory views the nature of the liberal capitalist world economy as a trade
relationship between the two sectors that works to the advantage of the centre and to
the disadvantage of the periphery.81 The underdeveloped periphery seeks its income
from commodity exports while having to import manufactured goods from the
developed core82 and the periphery suffers from economic instability as a result of
fluctuating prices.83 Due to ‘the nature of technical advance, cyclical price
movements, and differences in demand for industrial goods and primary products’ the
terms of trade deteriorate and less developed countries receive lower prices for the
commodity exports relative to manufactured imports.84 This process creates a cycle of
balance-of-payments deficits, debt and dependence,85 which causes
underdevelopment,86 particularly when governments are unable to spend on social
welfare policies which benefit those in poverty. Where industrialisation does take
place in the underdeveloped periphery, the power and profits are generally returned to
the core through multinational corporations.87
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André Gunder Frank, considered to be one of the key contributors to the Latin
American dependency school, argues that because ‘development and
underdevelopment are two sides of the same coin’,88 capitalist development generates
underdevelopment.89 Frank and other dependency theorists also criticise
modernisation theory’s premise that underdevelopment is a result of the operation of
the rural/industrial dichotomy of developing economies, arguing that international
capitalism converted the systems of less-developed economies ‘into sources of its
own further development’.90 While the liberal economic paradigm views
underdevelopment as a condition poor countries find themselves in as a result of
falling behind more advanced countries, dependency theory claims that
underdevelopment is a process in which less-developed countries are actually pushed
behind by ‘the nature of the relationship [particularly in trade] between developed
and underdeveloped nations.’91

There was some differentiation amongst the ‘underdevelopment’ theorists on the
methods which should be used to overcome the barriers of the underdevelopment.
Structural theorists, including Singer and Prebisch argue that national
industrialization policies should be implemented in order to decrease dependence on
imports from the developed core and redress the problems balance-of-payments
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deficits.92 However, it became clear that the traditional social and economic
conditions in less-developed countries remained unchanged despite the importsubstitution industrialisation strategies espoused by structuralists. Under these
policies there was a continued misdistribution of income, a lack of adequate domestic
demand to sustain industrialisation and an increasing reliance on multinational
corporations that exploited import-substitution policies. 93

The later school of neo-Marxist dependency theorists argue that underdevelopment is
created by the exploitative operation of the world capitalist economy, which is
viewed as an extension of colonial relationships.94 This paradigm’s solution to
underdevelopment is breaking the links between the international capitalist system
and the domestic economy. This requires political revolution to overthrow the elite
which allows continued exploitation and to introduce a leadership promising to strive
for autonomous development.95 Gilpin writes that within the dependency paradigm,
the conceptions of development and underdevelopment
are as much political and social concepts as they are economic; these theorists desire
not merely the economic growth of the economy, but also the transformation and
development of the society in a particular social and political direction.96

Despite criticism of some of the methodologies and premises of dependency theory,97
commentators agree that the paradigm is valid in its claim that development through
international capitalism has neglected many countries in the Global South.98
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1.3.2 Participatory Development
Following an impasse in development studies and failures in policy outcomes during
the 1980s, the 1990s saw an expansion in alternative approaches to development
theory and practice. One approach which sought to explain and deal with the failure
of fifty years of conventional development intervention99 is participatory
development. ‘Participation’ had been utilised in development circles since the
1960’s, although the interventionist approach was still the most common until much
later.100 Interventionist approaches are either macroeconomic growth policies101 or
the provision of goods and grants of money to poor people by governments or
charitable organisations,102 but participatory development purports to ‘enable local
people to share, enhance and analyse their knowledge of life and conditions, to plan
and to act.’103 Essentially, participatory development practices allow communities to
have a sense of ownership and responsibility regarding their own development rather
than a dependence on external providers.104
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Participatory development became very influential in development practice and was
accepted and adopted by NGOs, national and international development agencies105
and even the World Bank,106 who endorse the ‘view that poor people are not
“objects” of development’ but must be the drivers of their own destiny.107
Participatory development arose out of a shift in development rhetoric which
presented ‘reversals from top-down to bottom-up, from centralized standardization to
local diversity, and from blueprint to learning process.’108 In essence, participatory
development is a process which responds to the trend where mainly Westerndominated development organisations impose knowledge, plans and processes on
local communities.109

This approach prevents ‘development from degenerating into a bureaucratic, topdown and dependency creating institution’110 and moves away from the process
where development agencies simply provide supplies and services to impoverished
communities.111 The idea behind participatory development is that the local
community itself gathers data, analyses it and uses this information to solve local
problems such as those related to natural resource management, agriculture, poverty
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and social programs, health and food security.112 External agencies are of course
involved with facilitating this process by being catalysts to drive local groups to take
responsibility rather than acting as social service providers.113

The literature surrounding participatory development highlights the debate of whether
participation is a means or an end. As a means to achieve development, participation
is a process where communities work in conjunction with outside facilitators who
‘promote participation as a means of ensuring the successful outcome of the activities
undertaken.’114 In this sense, participation is merely a tool to improve efficiency of
the development process and this devalues its intrinsic value.115 But where
participation is viewed as an end in itself, it is a positive goal to empower people to
acquire the knowledge and skills they need to take responsibility for their own
development116 and empower them to continue the process once ‘external support
becomes redundant and the transformation process continues without the physical
presence of external agents, animators or mediators.’117

The participatory development approach has been criticised because the informality
of the process can lend itself to abuse of power and corruption, and often impedes
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free end equal deliberations.118 Criticism has been made of the effect of power
relations with the external ‘facilitators’ as well as within communities themselves.119
The reliance on local leaders to act as change agents is seen as a problem when the
village elite, who already have power in the community, take control at the expense
of the very poor.120 There has also been criticism of this approach’s tendency to
essentialize distinctions between the ‘poor’ and the ‘elite’121 and the process’s
dependence on catalytic institutions such as NGOs and development agencies to drive
and ‘facilitate’ change.122 Furthermore, it has been noted that often women are unable
to take part in the process because they are already under pressure to complete
domestic tasks and often lack the time to undertake extra activities123 and they are
alienated and intimidated by the involvement of men in the process.124 Another key
criticism is that the approach is simply a cost-cutting measure favoured by
development agencies because by shifting the burden onto the poor results can be
achieved more efficiently.125

However, the participatory approach remains to be influential in development circles
as a means for empowering people to drive their own development.126 Sanderson and
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Kindon note that participatory development satisfies the ‘need for greater inclusion of
alternative and indigenous knowledges in approaches to development theory’,127
allows for development programs to be ‘more relevant to local needs’ and results in
more sustainable development processes because people are empowered to manage
and maintain their development.128 Variations of participatory development ideas
have been implemented by all three Sri Lankan development NGOs in poverty
alleviation strategies discussed in Chapters Three and Four.

1.3.3 Post Development
After half a century of extensive theoretical debate on ‘development’, the 1990s saw
an expansion in what has been likened to a post-modernist approach to the subject.129
The ‘post-development’ approach, which has also been referred to as ‘antidevelopment’ and ‘beyond development’, can be seen as a reaction to decades of
impasse within mainstream development theory and policy.130 Post-development
theorists view development as ‘a monolithic enterprise, heavily controlled from the
top, convinced of the superiority of its own wisdom and impervious to local
knowledge’.131 This paradigm highlights the entrenchment of ethnocentric and
colonial values within the discourse of development which is portrayed as
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perpetuating hierarchies of power and difference rather than rectifying them.132 This
paradigm views ‘development’ as a continuation of colonialism133 because
development discourse maintains the domination and exploitation of underdeveloped
countries by developed ones.134

In essence, post-development is a blatant rejection of the concepts of development
which as emerged due to ‘a feeling that the negative consequences which have been
observed to result from development are intrinsic to development, rather than being
unintentional side effects of it.’135 Post-development further argues that
‘development’ only reflects the interests of its proponents and is based on an
unjustified goal which ‘rooted in something of a tautology: people seek development
because it is desirable, and we know it is desirable because people seek it.’136
Because of this reasoning, the post-development school137 advocates alternatives to
development as opposed to alternative forms of development.138

However, the concept of post-development has been criticised for its rejection of
development because despite calls for alternatives to development, most of the
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literature fails to discuss any specific alternatives.139 In this regard, post-development
does not offer a positive program to deal with the problems posed by development
and therefore is destructive as opposed to constructive.140 Defenders of postdevelopment argue that the concept is more than just an ‘interesting critique of the
development apparatus’141 because exposing the failures of development intervention
can yield useful insights for improving practical approaches.142 Post-development
theory has
shown how the restrictions imposed on the developers’ conception of their task
sometimes undermine the whole intervention. This, surely, is an important
contribution, even if the critique does not have a future programme.143

Post-development theory favours social movements and radical democracy where
cultural considerations were put before pure economic development and local people
‘sought to regain autonomy over livelihood decisions.’ 144 The approach of
Sarvodaya, Sri Lanka’s largest NGO,145 shows similarities with post-development
thought. The ethos of the organisation tries to avoid replication of Western goals and
sees development as a means of pursuing ‘an alternative, simple, and sustainable
lifestyle based on reducing material desires’146 using Buddhist values and local
knowledge.147
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1.4 Conclusion
The different permutations of development thinking and practice have essentially
moved from grand models for the economic development of countries on a national
level within the framework of the global economy to smaller, grassroots projects
which aim to improve the livelihoods of people at a community level. None of the
approaches discussed have provided perfect solutions. Even the alternative models of
development practice which evolved as responses to failures in traditional
development thinking have since been debated, criticised and reformulated. The
existence of a post-modernist like paradigm which calls for the idea of ‘development’
to be done away with altogether highlights the frustrations this concept has created
after over fifty years of discussion, debate and practice.

Development studies is a vast and complex field spanning decades of theorisation and
debate which have influenced policy action on the ground. The field itself has
‘developed’ and grown in response to results (often failures) of development practices
with alternative approaches being formulated to deal with the shortcomings of
orthodox theories of growth and the slow ‘trickle down’ of benefits to the people
these practices sought to assist.

In addition to discussion of development theory, this chapter has also examined the
concept of development itself, noting its goal-oriented nature as well as the inherent
relativism which is involved in the process. The concept of international development
entails comparing countries and ranking them on scales of rich/poor,
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developed/underdeveloped, modern/traditional and improved/inferior. The postdevelopment school argues that the power relationships which occur in development
discourse results in the domination of and exploitation of underdeveloped
countries.148 But despite calls for development to be abandoned however, it is as
established aspect of global politics and renewed momentum from the Millennium
Development Project and campaigns such as Make Poverty History only confirms its
entrenchment within the international system.

Development is here to stay, at least for the foreseeable future. The following chapter
will examine the theories of development through a feminist paradigm while
Chapters Three and Four will apply the concepts, theories and processes discussed in
this chapter in the context of Sri Lanka’s development experience.
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Chapter Two: Development Through the Gender Lens

2.0 Introduction
Gender can be viewed as ‘a relational concept that juxtaposes femininity and
masculinity’149 and feminist analyses address the relationships among people as a
result of ‘real or perceived social, economic, political, cultural, and sexual
differences’.150 In the context of development and the relationship between women
and international political economy, the key issues for feminist analyses include the
exploitation of women in the global capitalist system. This issue arises from the trade
in women for prostitution and as domestic workers through the ‘increased
commodification of women’s and girls’ nurturing, childbearing and sexual capacities
– resources at the bottom of humanity’s barrel when there is nothing else to
scrape.’151

Within the broader process and programs for development, the international
community has recognised the value of supporting the advancement of women in less
developed countries. On International Women’s Day 2005, the Secretary General of
the United Nations Kofi Annan, declared that ‘study after study has taught us that
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there is no tool for development more effective than the empowerment of women.’152
Milestones indicating the growth of this understanding include the United Nations’
Decade for Women in 1975-1985, the Global Women’s Conferences in Mexico City
(1975), Copenhagen (1980), Nairobi (1985) and Beijing (1995), and the Millennium
Development Goals. These steps were all crucial towards affirming the international
community’s commitment to promote the empowerment of women as a key to
development. The UN events are considered symbolically important because they
‘legitimized women’s concerns [about] continued inequality and growing poverty in
most countries of the world.’153 It has since been accepted that a country’s need to
overcome the constraints and problems which face women, as they undertake various
socio-economic roles in their communities, is ‘a critical prerequisite for meaningful
development’.154

The first part of this chapter will examine the orthodox theories of development
examined in Chapter One from the feminist perspective. There have been significant
contributions to this field which argue that mainstream development paradigms fail
women in developing countries. Since the 1970s, these contributions have had a
significant impact in changing and influencing development policy. Feminist
development critique itself has also evolved and changed over the decades in
response to the problems of developmentalism. The second part of this chapter will
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look specifically at feminist critiques of the alternative development approaches
introduced in Chapter One which are used in practice by the Sri Lankan development
NGOs examined in Chapter Three. The central issue which arises from the
examination of development though the gender lens is that ‘meaningful development’
must give consideration to balancing the multiple roles and tasks women take
responsibility for every day.

2.1 Feminist Development: the Theories
The three main areas of feminist development critique are the respective discourses of
Women in Development, Women and Development and Gender and Development.
These different feminist approaches have been the result of theoretical debates and
practical results being ‘proposed, reformed and challenged’155. Feminist critiques of
development theory emerged in the early 1970s and the conceptual shifts in research
and practice of the theoretical frameworks in this area generally coincide with the
trends in general development thinking. The various schools in this field have been
influenced by different underlying assumptions about the status of women in
developing countries and their role in development processes.156
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2.1.1 Women in Development (WID)
The Women in Development school is the first, dominant and most influential
feminist approach to development and it has been noted that the name given to this
paradigm is widely used as the term for the field itself.157 The majority of
development projects for women have been influenced by the liberal-feminist WID
paradigm, which has been accepted, embraced and implemented by governments,
international agencies and non-governmental organisations.158 This school grew in
the early 1970s in response to the work of Danish economist Ester Boserup whose
treatise Women’s Role in Economic Development was the first to systematically
outline ‘the sexual division of labor’ which occurs in developing agrarian economies
and specifically discuss the effects that changes in modernizing societies have on
women.159 The study fills the gap in economic development literature where the
impact of development on women had been largely ignored. Boserup’s vision was to
change policy practices to better accommodate women in the development process.160

The central findings of Boserup’s extensive analysis of statistical data are that: gender
is a ‘basic factor in the division of labour prevalent across countries and regions’;161
colonialism and capitalism worked to subordinate women, often as a result of land
reforms; women were held back in the process of industrialisation and
157
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urbanization;162 and that ‘women workers were marginalized in the process of
economic development because their economic gains as wage workers, farmers and
traders were slight compared to that of male workers.’163 Boserup’s ‘documentation
of the regressive impact of development on women’s lives and livelihoods’164 shows
that modernisation occurs at the cost of women’s economic independence.165 Further
research and analysis in the WID field highlights the contribution women make to
economic development—such as the fact ‘women form the majority of the world’s
food producers’166—and promotes the greater emphasis on women’s interests within
international development planning and practice.167

As a paradigm of feminist development studies, WID accepts the assumptions of
liberal orthodox modernisation theory which dominated mainstream development
thinking in the early part of the last half-century.168 As a liberal feminist paradigm,
WID accepts that industrialization and growth would bring benefits such as
improvements in living standards to less-developed countries but advocated policy
changes which would better integrate women both into public society and the
modernisation process.169 The object of WID thinking is to promote equality in order
to ‘spread the benefits of modernisation’170 and minimise the disadvantages Boserup
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presented. Concomitantly, equality is to be achieved through increasing civic and
economic participation, especially through education.171 This paradigm was
originally advocated by US liberal-feminists172 and embraced in international
development agency circles because it does not present a theoretical challenge to
accepted development thinking and dominant liberal political ideology. As part of the
Western liberal tradition, WID highlights the importance of equality and justice
alongside the cornerstone measures of efficiency, productivity and growth173 where
traditional values and structures create economic stagnation and
underdevelopment.174

WID asserts that ‘women can be liberated within the capitalist world system.’175
While this paradigm emphasises the integration of women into ‘ongoing development
initiatives’, it fails to question whether existing social structures or the inherent nature
of modernisation and capital accumulation causes exploitative and subordinating
effects on women.176 Furthermore, critics note that WID assumes access to income
will rectify the challenges presented by the ‘basic social relations of gender’ and
projects based on this paradigm singularly focus on productive work and incomegeneration while ignoring the reproductive aspects of women’s roles in society.177
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However, this critique is somewhat simplistic. WID highlights that women are being
marginalised and subordinated as a result of traditional development thinking which
separated the public and domestic spheres178 and only presented women as
mothers.179 The paradigm’s compensation for this is to develop programs where
women have a more active role in income-generation to support themselves and their
community. The debate over the emphasis of WID theory and practice seems to
exemplify the dilemma of modernity which faces all women: the balance between
their reproductive and productive roles in society. Rathgeber is correct when pointing
out the problems women face when they must ‘juggle their time in such a way as to
participate in yet another activity.’180

2.1.2 Women and Development (WAD)
The late 1970s saw the emergence of WAD as a critique of modernisation theory and
the WID paradigm.181 WAD is based on neo-Marxist dependency theory, which had
also initially failed to consider issues of gender subordination.182 WAD also focuses
on the relationship between women and development processes. However, WAD
asserts that WID is incorrect in arguing that women’s marginalisation was ‘simply
[an aberration] within an otherwise just and equitable social system’ because women
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have always been part of the development process and integration will not solve the
problems of orthodox approaches.183 WAD recognises
that women have always been important economic actors in their societies and that
the work they do both inside and outside the household is central to the maintenance
of those societies, but that this integration serves primarily to sustain existing
international structures of inequality.184

The neo-Marxist WAD approach argues that women cannot be liberated through
capitalism. This paradigm highlights that income-generating projects that simply
integrate women into the ‘cash economy’ tend to be in feminine trades such as
handicrafts or factory work due to ‘their supposed docility and natural agility for
repetitive minute tasks’ which actually ‘ignore the exploitative class and sexual
relations that underlie women’s work.’185 As factory workers, women in developing
countries are ‘the most heavily exploited group of workers’ as a result of capitalist,
imperialist and patriarchal structures and practices.186 Marxist-feminists argue that the
nature of the operation of manufacturing factories where women are paid lower
wages for long hours shows how patriarchal institutions marginalize women within
the capitalist wage-labour market.187

However, like WID, WAD fails to adequately question the dynamics of gender
relations because of its focus on the disadvantages suffered by both men and women
as a result of the ‘oppressive global structure based on class and capital.’ WAD
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simplistically argues that gender inequalities will be removed once international
inequalities are overcome.188 In focusing on the structures of capitalism, the neoMarxist approach ignores ‘the oppression of women in pre-capitalist and ‘socialist’
societies … and the cultural and psychological dimensions of sexual stratification.’189
Bandarage has noted that if Marxist-feminism is to be relevant in modern analysis it
must shed its ‘economic biases’ and reformulate its focus to the realities of femaleheaded households, “feminization of poverty”, changing sexual mores, emotional
strain within and between the sexes, and the overarching presence of the patriarchal
state and the mass media.190 WAD has also been criticised for focusing exclusively
on economic analyses without providing adequate consideration of biological roles.191

2.1.3 Gender and Development (GAD)
The GAD approach appeared in the 1980s as a response to criticism of both the
liberal and neo-Marxist feminist approaches to development studies and practice.
GAD is theoretically based upon socialist feminism and purports to bridge the gap in
the WID and WAD approaches by ‘linking the relations of production and the
relations of reproduction and taking into account all aspects of women’s lives.’192
This school examines gender relations as opposed to focusing on women per se.
Furthermore, GAD claims to understand that men are not always exploiters of
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women193 and that gender relations are interlocked within a matrix of other relations
such as class, race and religion.194 GAD recognises that development is a complex
social issue and proponents state that this paradigm takes a holistic approach which
explores ‘the totality of social organisation, economic and political life in order to
understand the shaping of particular aspects of society.’195 Thus the GAD approach
rejects the debate over the public/private dichotomy and focuses on addressing the
need to balance domestic life with the political and economic spheres.196

The socialist-feminist approach identifies ‘the social construction of production and
reproduction as the basis of women’s oppression’ and seeks to examine why it is that
women have systematically ‘been assigned to inferior and/or secondary roles.’197 It
has been observed that the GAD approach goes beyond simplistic Marxist-feminist
views by distinguishing between capitalism, patriarchy and racism and making
‘strategic interventions to promote their agenda … to respond to the needs of
desperately poor women.’198 Within this paradigm women are viewed ‘as agents of
change rather than passive recipients of development assistance.’199 The approach
calls for women to organise themselves in order to achieve social, political and
economic empowerment but underscores the need to move ‘beyond concerns with
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economic self-sufficiency to the need for political self-reliance.’200 GAD differs from
the two previous theoretical approaches to feminist development in its identification
of the need for the state to assist with the provision of social services such as health
and childcare to assist women in their dual roles.201 This is necessarily based on the
socialist perspective of the role of the state as both an employer of labour and the
distributor of social capital in a process which lays the foundations for continued
economic and social development.202

The essential shortcoming of the GAD paradigm is its reliance on structural change
which highlights the role of the community, at a national, local and kinship level, to
support the emancipation of women and promote their dual roles as mothers and
economic contributors.203 It has been difficult to integrate GAD thinking into
mainstream development practice because of the dominance of neo-liberal ideology
amongst development enablers at both international agency and national levels. These
institutions are often reluctant to advocate and implement fundamental reexaminations of social structures and institutions as advocated by socialist
feminists.204 Furthermore, development organisations maintain that the
transformative nature of the GAD approach is ‘not practically applicable, especially
in emergency situations where logistical challenges are acute and survival is deemed
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the goal.’205 It has been suggested that it is ‘easier to develop GAD projects in the
realm of research rather than in the realm of development practice or
implementation’206 and Rathgeber notes ‘a fully articulated GAD perspective is rarely
found in the projects and practices of international development agencies although
examples of partial GAD approaches can be identified.’207

2.2 Feminist Development: the Problems in Practice
Following the emergence of feminist critiques of development theory and practice in
the 1970, and the documentation of the negative effects of ignoring ‘women’s
contributions and their special needs’,208 the inclusion of women’s concerns on the
development agenda resulted in significant changes to development practice. The UN
Women’s Conferences and the Decade of Women were the symbolic representation
of acceptance of feminist perspectives in development rhetoric and this was translated
into practice by the work of governments, international agencies and NGOs. It has
been noted however that while the rhetoric has been accepted by these institutions,
‘the actual process of ensuring equity for women … is far from complete’ and often
institutions focus only on the ‘advocacy of gender issues rather than actual program
development and implementation.’209 Essentially, in practice, institutions ‘do not
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generally allow dimensions of gender or culture to change the assumptions of the
overall planning framework in which field staff work.’210

One of the most commonly observed problems is that projects ‘rarely move beyond
the identification of differences in work done by men and women to actually
implementing programs for change in gender relations.’211 Often, in circumstances of
humanitarian emergency where survival is deemed the most important goal, NGOs
seek to compromise by including gender considerations. However, in the majority of
these cases, gender considerations simply involve “adding on” women beneficiaries
or women’s perspectives to existing frameworks of intervention.212 Of course the case
of humanitarian emergency assistance discussed here is different to that of long-term
development projects; nevertheless, Rathgeber’s analysis of so-called feminist
development practices highlights exactly the same eventuation.213

2.2.1 Women and Income Generation
Most policy interventions which aim for positive gender ‘development’ are in the
areas of population control, health services, food and nutrition and the alleviation of
poverty though ‘income-generation’ projects.214 The most significant aspect of
implementing feminist development theory in practice is the continued dominance of
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the liberal-feminist WID paradigm in agency practices and projects.215 While early
development programming only focused on women’s roles as reproducers rather than
economic producers, processes of WID integration attempted to reverse this inequity
by focusing on the economic perspective of development.216 In line with classical
liberal thinking, enterprise and business development is seen as the best way promote
women’s economic empowerment.217 Home-based small businesses are considered a
useful means for women to juggle domestic responsibilities with the task of
generating income.218

However, evaluations of WID projects highlight that
income-generating projects for women were rarely successful in improving the
economic positions of participants. Moreover, job-training projects for women
usually failed, because women lacked capital to establish small businesses where
they could utilize their new skills.219

Furthermore, projects which encourage women to take part in income generation
activities burden women with the responsibility for poverty alleviation as well as
domestic tasks. Making women the core of development activities fails to consider
the sexual division of labour where women throughout the world are responsible for
the bulk of subsistence work and unpaid domestic labour.220 Women are seen as good
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candidates for income-generation projects because they are apparently more
“nurturing” and motivated to eradicate poverty in order to look after their families.221
Where women’s tendencies to be “responsible” are idealized and men’s tendencies to
gamble, drink, and not provide for their families are rationalised by a ‘“boys will be
boys” mentality’, women’s burdens are significantly increased.222 Furthermore,
income-generation projects are often feminine activities such as food production and
handicrafts which confines women to the domestic domain.223 As discussed above,
the WID approach advocates the integration of women firmly ‘within the context of
existing socioeconomic structures’224 and fails to question whether changing to these
structures, whilst being more difficult, would in fact provide a more effective solution
to the problems of women’s poverty and subordination in developing countries.

2.2.2 Women and Participatory Development Practices
Participatory development programs involve community-based research and project
planning that allow for the implementation of relevant poverty-alleviation and
development programs. These programs have become standard and common practice
within the development industry including in Sri Lanka, as discussed in Chapter
Three. In relation to women and development, the participatory approach has been
credited for allowing women’s perspectives to be discussed and highlighted through
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the community research and planning phases.225 While this approach has essentially
become mainstream development practice, it has of course been subject to debate and
criticism over its value and usefulness in actually integrating women into
development process. General criticism has been made of the results of power
relations within communities and with external facilitators who are involved in the
process226 but more specific criticism has been made of the effect of the participatory
development approach on women.

The main feminist criticism levelled at this approach is that often women cannot
actually participate in the process, or are only able to be minimally involved. Mosse
presents two reasons for the problems of women’s involvement (or lack thereof) in
participatory development projects in practice. Firstly, women were unable to
actually participate because the ‘time, location and collective presence’ needed to be
involved in community discussions and planning meetings are constrained by the
structure of women’s domestic work.227 The second reason was that meetings are held
in public spaces and within many communities the exclusion of women from public
life ‘is so normal and “naturalised” that it is rarely noticed or questioned.’228

The representation of women in conventional development discourse portrays women
from developing countries as ‘powerless, ignorant and trapped in inferior roles’
which has legitimised the ideas that these women must be assisted because do not
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have the skills to contribute to development planning.229 This has resulted in the
assumption that outside ‘facilitators’ must drive the development process and women
are rarely able to genuinely participate or have ‘control over how, or whether, they
desire to be integrated into development projects.’230 Other examinations of
participatory development practices have found that women can feel inferior,
intimated and alienated where the process involves male-orientated foundations such
as ‘rational decision-making exercises, positivist judgement and solution-finding
activities.’231

These observations lend themselves to support the case for women’s-only activities
(such as co-operatives and collectives) which build upon ‘alternative existing female
networks or modes of co-operation’.232 Programs of this variety undertaken in Sri
Lanka (which will be discussed in Chapter Three) highlight that when working
together, women are able to take part in their own brand of rational judgement and
solution-finding processes to further their social and economic empowerment.

2.2.3 Women and Post-Development
The 1990’s saw the emergence of a reaction against mainstream development
thinking which argued that negative consequences such as inequality are intrinsic to
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development rather than unintentional side-effects.233 Post-development theory
highlights that mainstream development discourse and practice is a Western construct
that reinforces global inequalities.234 Feminist post-development thought highlights
how women in developing countries ‘continue to grapple with how to address gender
discrimination and interrelated issues of racial, economic, and religious oppression
from an autonomous standpoint.’235 Women’s organisations have often been
successful in gaining political empowerment in protesting against the conditions
which have resulted in their poverty and subordination but Lind point out that often,
despite a
movement’s perceived success, many participants… complain about being
exhausted, underpaid, and living in continual poverty. What is considered a ‘success’
by some in the development field may be a bigger burden for the women involved.236

In order to grasp the ‘complexity of the challenges women face for survival’, feminist
post-development thought calls for the deconstruction of ‘the philosophical and
material foundations of the development field’.237 Like mainstream post-development
thought, however, feminist post-development simply criticizes existing theories
without offering clear, viable and practical solutions to these problems.
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2.3 Conclusion
The theoretical debate surrounding the development of women was sparked by the
recognition that traditional development practices which aim for economic growth
and modernisation ‘could have negative consequences for women … by increasing
already existing inequalities between men and women.’238 Academic discussion on
the matter was soon accepted into mainstream development thinking and practice. As
a result, development processes that targeted women provided some of the best
improvements in development.

The feminist approaches to development thinking generally follows orthodox theory
but highlights that previous development thinking has ignored women and argued for
a more concerted effort to support women’s empowerment. The liberal-feminist WID
paradigm, which promotes the integration of women within existing social structures
and ideas of modernisation and economic growth, continues to be the most prominent
in development practice given the dominance of neo-liberalism in the international
arena.239

While WID has made an important contribution in highlighting the marginalization of
women in conventional development thinking, it fails to provide concrete solutions to
the problems of gender relations in developing countries.240 Marxist-feminist WAD
theory highlights the relationship between women and development processes and
238
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argues the nature of modernisation and capitalist development causes
underdevelopment and poverty. However, WAD focuses on the need to change the
structures of global capitalism in order to ensure gender-equality and given the
continued dominance of neo-liberal thinking on the international agenda, this
paradigm cannot offer a great deal in actuality. The GAD approach, which emerged
as a socialist-feminist critique of modernisation theory,241 proposes to provide a
solution to the difficulty of balancing women’s reproductive and productive roles but
development institutions have been reluctant to support the sweeping structural
changes advocated by this paradigm.

Thirty years on from UN Decade of Women, and after numerous conferences,
theories, projects and plans, the international community is still calling for solutions
to the fact that ‘the global economic situation for women and men has deteriorated,
leading to something of the highest inequalities we have seen’.242 Essentially,
development is about structural change in order to alleviate the poverty and
subordination that grows out of the nature of existing socio-economic circumstances.
Therefore advocates of the GAD approach should campaign harder to governments,
development agencies and international organisations to highlight the importance of
making complex structural changes if development is to move beyond simply being
rhetoric and have a positive effect on people’s lives all over the world.
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The central issue which can be distilled from the debate surrounding feminist
development theory is balancing the complex socio-economic roles women must
fulfil in their everyday lives within the process of achieving the daunting goals of
‘poverty alleviation’ and ‘development’. This task is mirrored in actual development
processes and practices that have been formulated from the ideas articulated in the
theory. Chapter Four of this study will examine if and how these development
practices have been implemented in Sri Lanka to allow women to attain the goals of
development while balancing their lives as mothers and workers.
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Chapter Three: Sri Lanka’s Development Experience

3.0 Introduction
The case of Sri Lanka shows that neither providing extensive social policies nor
encouraging economic development have been completely successful in alleviating
poverty and promoting equity in society. This chapter examines Sri Lanka’s
development experience since 1948 in two parts. The first section focuses on
government policies at a macroeconomic level and the specific poverty reduction
policies which were implemented to encourage human development. This
examination will show the influence of development theory on government policy
making and the conclusion to be drawn here reiterates the failure of orthodox
macroeconomic development theory as discussed in Chapter One. The second section
will explore the approaches taken by three different NGOs carrying out development
programs at the grassroots level in Sri Lanka. The approaches of these NGOs display
influences from the alternative models for development explored in Chapter One, but
while their goals are similar all three organisations operate with unique practices and
processes.
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3.1 Sri Lanka as part of the Global South
Sri Lanka is an island-nation off the southern coast of the India with a population of
approximately 20 million people.243 The population features several ethnic and
cultural groups including Sinhalese, Tamil, Moors, Malays and Burghers (of
European decent) and the main religions are Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam and
Christianity.244 The island was colonised by the Portuguese, Dutch and British since
the 16th century and became a multi-party parliamentary democracy after gaining
political independence in 1948.245 The civil war between the Sinhalese and Tamil
separatists began in 1983 and while a peace deal was brokered by Norway in 2002,246
peace talks stalled in April 2005. The fragile ceasefire appears to be faltering as
violence and tension began to slowly escalate in July 2005.247

Sri Lanka has long been considered a ‘developing country’, and can ascribe to the
characteristics of a Global South country as a former colony which has a low national
income and struggles to deal with the poverty of its citizens. After over half a century
of ‘development’ through national policies implemented since independence, Sri
Lanka is yet to reach the ultimate objective of this process. In 2004, Sri Lanka was
ranked 96th out of 177 countries according to the United Nation’s Human
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Development Index; this ranking brought the nation within the group which as
‘medium human development’.248

Despite several decades of government policies which have provided universal
healthcare and education programs, income poverty and inequality continues to be a
problem.249 Poverty in Sri Lanka is high relative to per capita GDP figures.
According to a UNDP report on Sri Lanka’s progress towards achieving the
Millennium Development Goals, approximately 30-40% of the nation’s 20 million
citizens are considered poor and of those, 90% are from rural areas.250 The 2002
figures showed 22.7% of the population live below the poverty line; this figure was
26.1% in 1990,251 indicating slow progress towards the MDG target of halving
poverty by 2015.252 Poverty rates in Sri Lanka show significant variation amounts
regions of the country. While urban poverty halved in the 1990s, rural poverty only
fell by about 5% and poverty in the estate sector actually doubled.253 Poverty in Sri
Lanka affects mainly the working poor, such as landless labourers, small-scale
farmers, construction and domestic workers.254 A World Bank report published in
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July 2005 summarised that poverty in Sri Lanka is unequally ‘concentrated in
geographically isolated areas (in terms of distance to markets and cities), the estate
sector, and among households with agricultural wage employees.’255

3.2 Development in Sri Lanka – Government Policies and
Processes
3.2.1 Macroeconomic Approaches
Upon gaining independence from Britain in 1948, Sri Lanka’s economic policy was
driven by three major development goals: ‘reasonable economic growth, greater
equity, and greater self-reliance or national control over economic activities.’256 The
two-fold challenge faced by Sri Lanka after independence was similar to that of other
post-colonial nations—economic development coupled with the task of building a
‘nation’.257 In the following fifty and beyond, Sri Lankan governments sought to
achieve economic development and growth through various approaches which more
or less have aligned with ideological shifts in economic thinking.258 The 1950s saw
the implementation of the free-enterprise model under Sri Lanka’s first Prime
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Minister D S Senanayake. Economic policy during this era followed the classical
liberal approach in diversifying the mercantilist export-base which included tea and
rubber and focussing on capital accumulation. This policy was in line with Lewis’
classical economic argument for expanding urban industry and moving away from
subsistence agriculture in order to generate growth and encourage development.259
However, the volatility of the international market and commodity prices resulted in
less260 than favourable terms of trade and economic stagnation.261

S W R D Bandaranaike’s socialist government promoted a centrally controlled
economic system following their ascension to power in 1959, and state control and
nationalisation of trade and industry was increased in the early 1970s. This era was
also marked by heavy social investment in healthcare and education which produced
favourable human development conditions. Bandaranaike’s ‘leftist agenda of social
and economic development’ was also influenced by Buddhist values, but those two
decades of socialist policies, particularly nationalisation had a negative impact on
economic growth due to the costs of social policies, particularly food subsidies,262
and the prevention of free-trade enterprise. In addition, Sri Lanka’s economy also
suffered from the international oil shock of 1973.
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The latter part of the 1970s saw the introduction of sweeping reforms and ideological
shifts following JR Jayewardene’s election as Prime Minister. The paradigm of
economic liberalisation continued to influence policy through to the 1980s, and
practices such as lowing import tariffs, establishing tax and regulation-free ‘free trade
zones’ to attract foreign manufacturers,263 easing foreign investment restrictions and
deregulating the finance sector plus a ‘mini-boom’ in the price of tea resulted in
dramatic growth. However, public investment policies, the second oil shock of 1979
and deteriorating terms of trade resulted in economic instability.264 Furthermore,
agricultural import-substitution policies (in line with Singer’s dependency analysis265)
which banned importation of food which could be produced domestically, particularly
protein-rich pulses and dried fish resulted in increasing malnutrition.266

The fluctuations in government approaches and ideologies are a result of the
democratic system in Sri Lanka, but the mixed results of various policies have been
ascribed to the faults of electoral opportunism.267 Annual GDP growth averaged 3.5%
in the 1990s but income poverty reduction has been ‘modest and even’.268 Despite per
capita GDP rising from around US$800 in 2002269 to over US$1000 in 2004, the
number of poor Sri Lankans still hovers around 30-40%.270 The failures of
macroeconomic policies to lead Sri Lanka to achieving development goals since
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independence can be ascribed to the failures of orthodox development theory as
discussed in Chapter One.

Regardless, these theories continue to influence development policy. In 2002 the
World Bank argued that liberalisation policies implemented in the 1970s and 1980s
were far from adequate and called for further deregulation and privatization to
encourage growth. However, the report accepted that the civil conflict had a negative
impact on Sri Lanka’s potential for economic development.271 Up to 6% of GDP was
spent on defence272 as a result of the conflict between the Government and Tamil
separatists, but the cease-fire negotiated in 2002 the failed to bring about accelerated
growth. A further challenge to Sri Lanka’s potential for development is the massive
public debt crisis, which in 2004 amounted to 104% of GDP.273 It is clear that
dependency theory is also applicable to the case of Sri Lanka to explain the country’s
economic subordination to more development countries in the international system.274
Sri Lanka’s ‘inferior position within the world’s marketing economy’ has resulted in
the economy suffering ‘from terms of trade that deteriorated continually since
independence.’275

In 2005, the current government of Sri Lanka under President Chandrika
Kumaratunga Bandaraniake responded to the impetus of the UN’s Millennium
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Development Project with a strong commitment to achieve the Millennium
Development Goals. The central focus of the current government’s policy is the
public debt crisis and they seek to stimulate the economy through ‘improving
productivity and removing barriers to this task by accelerating the pace of
privatisation and deregulation.’276 The National Development Strategy which was
devised in 2005 proposes that a combination of ‘a strong socially responsible private
sector and a strong public sector’ as well as an economic a framework ‘based on
market friendly, export orientated strategies’ will promote poverty reduction, rural
development and environmental protection.277 The results of this rhetoric remain to
be seen.

3.2.2 Poverty Reduction Strategies
While economic growth in Sri Lanka has averaged around 5% GDP over the past two
decades, there has been slow and uneven progress in poverty reduction, particularly
in rural and estate areas.278 It is generally considered that the problems with growth
and poverty reduction in Sri Lanka are the result of the ‘lack of access to market
opportunities, infrastructure and employment opportunities’ in the country.279 The
World Bank cites that Sri Lanka requires ‘support-led’ strategies for poverty
reduction because ‘economic growth occurs too slowly to provide substantial benefits
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to the poor within a reasonable period of time and that the government must,
therefore, act to ensure a minimum standard of living.’280

Social welfare has been a cornerstone of government policy in Sri Lanka even before
independence,281 and as a result, indicators for human development are relatively high
for a nation with Sri Lanka’s income poverty levels. Sri Lanka’s social welfare
policies have resulted in a fairly high standard of living compared to other developing
countries as shown by high life expectancy, low infant mortality and high levels of
adult literacy.282 In addition to strategies for economic growth which encourage
development, create employment and increase the standard of living, specific
government policies have sought to achieve human development through health and
education services and direct interventions to assist people who have been adequately
assisted by growth-related policies.283

The rationale behind the welfare policies of successive Sri Lankan governments since
independence was based around ideas of relative poverty and ‘redistributive justice’
in a society which was distinctly split with a modern, industrial, urban, income
generating sector and a traditional, rural, subsistence agriculture-based sector within
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which 90% of the poor live.284 During the 1960s and 1970s, expenditure on social
policies averaged between 9-10% GDP.285 This massive investment in social
development included free health care, universal free education and food subsidies. It
was these policies which have resulted in high human development indicators such as
a life expectancy of 72.5 years, and adult literacy rate of 92.1%,286 and an infant
mortality rate of 17 per 1000 live births287 in 2002. These figures are amongst the
lowest in developing countries.288 However, as discussed above, Sri Lanka’s success
in human development did not translate into reduction in income poverty and this has
been described by one commentator as the nation’s ‘most spectacular failure’.289

Specific programs aimed at alleviating income poverty were introduced in the 1980s,
first with the Janasaviya Program and its successor the Samurdhi Program which
began operating in the mid 1990s.290 As the ‘major strategy of State intervention to
combat poverty amongst marginalised groups’ the Samurdhi program has a two-fold
implementation as an income supplement program and a socio-economic
development program which aims to stimulate employment.291 Asset creation and
income support programs are operated through micro-financing and income transfer
measures, as well as through the establishment of a network of Samurdhi Banks to
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assist the rural poor.292 Low interest loans are provided for small and medium-scale
businesses to assist with income generating activities and the Samurdhi Economic
Infrastructure development programs provide funds for community infrastructure
projects.293 More direct income support is provided with cash grants to 2.1 million
families and an additional 82,000 families on the infant nutrition program in 2002.294
The Samurdhi program continues to be a cornerstone of the Sri Lankan government’s
poverty alleviation strategy, but it should be noted that two decades after the initiation
of these programs, the government continues to produce policy paper after policy
paper on poverty reduction strategies and the country is not on track to achieve MDG
targets on poverty reduction.295

3.3 NGOs and Development in Sri Lanka
Government policies such as the Samurdhi program seek to provide direct
intervention to alleviate poverty on the ground in Sri Lanka where the ‘trickle down’
outcomes of macroeconomic growth policy do not or are slow to eventuate. However,
programs which simply provided food and cash handouts create problems of
dependency and do not encourage self-reliant and sustainable development and
poverty reduction strategies which can be continued once government funds are
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exhausted or specific programs have come to their scheduled end.296 Projects which
encourage sustainable development such as enterprise support programs are more
successful and these components are also similar to the projects implemented by
development NGOs. The operational practices of the three NGOs discussed in this
section display influences from alternative ideas of development discussed in Chapter
One, particularly participatory development. All three have implemented
development programs specifically aimed at assisting women in Sri Lanka but for the
purposes of this chapter I will just provide an overview of their general approaches.

3.3.1 Sewalanka
Sewalanka Foundation was established as a development NGO in 1993, at the height
of the civil conflict in Sri Lanka between the government and the Tamil separatists.
The organisation’s mandate was ‘to address the needs of the most vulnerable
communities in the most neglected and disadvantaged regions’ of the nation, and in
the early days of its operation Sewalanka worked to provide relief and humanitarian
assistance in conflict-affected communities in the North and East.297 Over a decade
later, when the needs of these communities have changed, Sewalanka now operates to
assist communities with long-term sustainable development strategies and programs.
These programs include training, support and facilitation of services such as ‘microfinance, enterprise formation and management, agricultural production and
marketing, sustainable technology development and community-based natural
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resource management.’298 The organisations programs and operations are funded by
international donor partners which include the World Bank, CARE International,
UNDP and OXFAM as well as aid agencies from countries such as Germany and the
Netherlands.

Sewalanka’s development programs display influences from alternative theories of
development which gained prominence in the past two decades. The foundation’s
mission statement reads:
The mission of Sewalanka is to enhance the capacity of rural communities to
democratically identify and address their own development needs and to provide
services that contribute to the economically viable, socially just and ecologically
sustainable development of Sri Lanka.299

Aspects of participatory development form the basis of Sewalanka’s research and
socio-economic surveys which have been undertaken for projects supported by the
World Bank and the Asian Development Bank.300 The organisation responds to the
findings of this research with specific needs-based programs which are appropriate
for the communities involved and the regions from which they come, for example,
fisheries development in lagoon fishing communities and drip-irrigation
infrastructure development in dry-zone farming regions.301 In addition, Sewalanka’s
Micro-finance and Enterprise Development Division provide micro and smallbusiness development services to individuals and community based organisations and
cooperatives.302 All of these programs and projects are supported by training and
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appraisal modules through the Social Development Division which continue
assessment and monitoring while the programs are operational.303

3.3.2 Sarvodaya
The Lanka Jathika Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya has its beginnings in 1958
when high school science teacher A T Ariyaratne took a group of his students to work
in a remote, low-caste village. Their shramadana, ‘gift of labour’, included assisting
the villagers to dig wells, build toilets, establish a religious centre and repair the
school. This small ‘educational experiment’ spawned a movement of volunteers who
sought to engage with disadvantaged communities and assist their ‘development’.304
Sarvodaya’s vision for ‘development’ is fairly unique when compared with orthodox
theories and approaches. In Sanskrit and subsequent Ghandian usage, sarvodaya
means ‘welfare for all’,305 but this term was adapted by Ariyaratne to mean
‘awakening of all’ in the context of Buddhist values where individuals in societies
‘are encouraged to awaken and actualize.’306

Sarvodaya’s approach to development is not of modernisation or industrialisation but
of ‘people waking up together’307 and pursuing ‘an alternative, simple, and
sustainable lifestyle based on reducing material desires’ because orthodox economic
policies aimed at growth fostered consumerism and widened the divide between rich
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and poor.308 Sarvodaya represents a broad philosophy which can be seen as a drive to
social revolution in Sri Lanka. Ariyaratne’s vision was to break the ‘violent,
oppressive system’ which prevailed as a result of the pyramid-like political and
economic structure in Sri Lanka and replace it with a system of participatory village
democracy.309 This approach is very similar to the phenomenon of social movements
and radical democracy advocated by the post-development school.310 Sarvodaya’s
village development processes lies ‘outside major political alignments’311 and places
community and cultural considerations at the forefront of the development agenda.

Sarvodaya’s development focus is to facilitate ‘conscious change within concrete
communities through a process of social awareness, welfare and community
development’312 with collective social action through a network of around 12 000
Sarvodaya Shramadana Societies.313 The community development process is centred
on each village which forms a Shramadana Society. The first stage of the process
involves the identification of local needs followed by a shramadana camp314 where
the villagers work together on a project which benefits the whole community. This
work lays ‘the foundation for the physical, spiritual, and social infrastructures that
[are] necessary for village awakening.’315 Once the physical infrastructure has been
developed, Sarvodaya works on developing the village’s social infrastructure by
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organising groups; typically there are groups for children, youth, mothers and
farmers. These groups ‘provide peer communities that facilitate the awakening of the
member, and they serve to establish some of Sarvodaya’s basic services for the
village, including leadership training and nutrition programs.316 I will describe these
services in more detail when discussing Sarvodaya’s programs for women’s
empowerment in the village in Chapter Four.

Once the physical, social and spiritual infrastructure of the village has been
established, the third and fourth stages of the process promote self-reliance and
sustainable growth. This involves the establishment of the Shramadana Society as a
legally incorporated body which can hold property, control a bank account and
undertake projects which satisfy the basic needs of the village. Upon social
empowerment, economic empowerment is then facilitated through generating income
and employment,317 and this stage is supported by Sarvodaya Economic Enterprises
Development Services (SEEDS). The operation of SEEDS focuses on village banking
and micro-credit programs ‘to alleviate poverty by encouraging grassroots enterprises
and initiatives.’318 SEEDS assists around 3000 village Shramadana Societies by
mobilising savings and providing loans to members ranging from Rs3 000 - Rs500
000 to assist individuals and villages to develop themselves.319 The Rural Enterprises
Development Services programs provide business training and financial advice to
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assist borrowers320 and as a result repayment rates in the past decade have been
around 90%.321 These development programs have been highly successful and
appreciated by those they seek to assist.322

3.3.3 Siyath
In Sinhalese, the term siyath can have two meanings: one hundred hands and one’s
own hand.323 This double meaning captures the dual nature of Siyath Foundation’s
approach to participatory development, which involves empowerment through selfreliance and collective action.324 Siyath Foundation is a small NGO which was
established in 1986 in response to fieldwork and research conducted a few years
earlier by Kamala Peris, a former Director of Sri Lanka’s Education Ministry and
Carla Risseeuw, an academic from Leiden University in the Netherlands. Their study
focused on the coir (coconut fibre) industry and the power struggles between
producers and traders at the village level325 which exacerbated a vicious cycle of
poverty and dependence.326

Following the publication of their findings, which concluded with the creation of an
ideal development program to assist the coir producers to break out of their poverty
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trap, Peris and Risseeuw were offered a grant from the Dutch Ministry of
Development Cooperation to actualise and implement their conceptual project.327 The
approach is essentially in line with participatory development practices and was based
on the UNDP Change Agents approach328 which had been operational in Sri Lanka
since the 1980s.329

Siyath presents a very interesting development approach within the scope of this
thesis as the organisation’s focus is singularly on empowering women, who form the
majority of the workforce in small-scale coir production in Sri Lanka.330 The most
labour intensive tasks such as obtaining fibre from coconut husks and spinning yarn
are performed by women.331 In general terms, Siyath’s approach entailed facilitating
the participants’ (not ‘beneficiaries’ or ‘target groups’) autonomy (not
‘empowerment’, as the use of this term was thought to imply initial helplessness)332
within the coir industry. The production level of the coir industry generally involves
coir traders supplying raw materials on credit to the spinners for processing (usually
spinning into yarn) which is then sold back to the traders. Payment is rarely in cash
and more likely to be in kind in the form of necessities from the trader’s local store.
Price fluctuations (and simple exploitation) often resulted in the spinners being
permanently indebted to the trader.333
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The initial stage of Siyath’s participatory development process involves the
introduction of ‘facilitators’ into villages where coir processing is taking place. The
facilitators make needs assessments and get to know the women who will ultimately
be participating in and benefiting from the process. Upon acceptance into the
community, the relationships built amongst the local coir-spinning women are used to
form collectives. The women in these collectives work together to establish group
savings and are able to ensure better return for their labour. By purchasing the
coconut in bulk from group funds and then locating other distributors to sell the
finished yarn to, the coir workers are able to break out of their debts to local traders
and gain economic autonomy.334 The collectives are also able to take out loans to
finance further development where individuals would have been unable to do so. All
the actions of the collectives and the individuals are discussed, decided upon and
planned at weekly meetings, giving each participant a sense of satisfaction and selfworth.335

Peris writes that evidence of the success of this model of participatory development is
when facilitation is no longer necessary and the workers are able to drive their own
success, ‘without the physical presence of external agents, animators or mediators.’336
Peris presents data to quantify the success of this approach in Weaving a Future
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Together337 but also writes of ‘intangible’ success in the form of the personal
development—social and business skills, sense of self-worth, solidarity—of the
participants.338 Once the workers were self-reliant in their enterprises, Siyath took on
the role of co-ordinating international sales and marketing with the assistance of the
Sri Lanka Export Development Board.339 Following the success with coir villages in
the south, Siyath Foundation has since expanded and modified their programs to
encompass farming in the Anuradhapura area and market villages around
Pilliandala.340

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has examined the relationship between the theories of development
discussed in Chapter One and the actual development policies, programs and
processes which have been or are currently operational in Sri Lanka. Orthodox
approaches to development have influenced the nation’s macroeconomic policy for
over half a century with limited success. The current international dominance of the
neo-liberal paradigm has also influenced Sri Lanka’s contemporary development
approaches. Given the lack of previous success from policies of free-trade,
deregulation and privatisation, one must question whether this is the most suitable
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path for Sri Lanka to take if it truly wishes to tackle the problems of poverty and
underdevelopment.

As seen in earlier discussion, economic growth by itself cannot reduce poverty
without ‘asset redistribution and provision of basic services.’341 More specific
programs aimed at poverty alleviation on a community level have been influenced by
alternative theories of development, particularly that of participatory development.
These programs—facilitated at both a governmental and non-governmental level—
have shown relative success in improving human development, and in addition,
micro-enterprise development has allowed for communities to be more self-reliant
and economically and socially empowered. The following chapter will look at the
specific situation of women and poverty in Sri Lanka and how development theory
has influenced their empowerment.
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Chapter Four: Development and Women in Sri Lanka

4.0 Introduction – The Status of Women in Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka was the first nation in the world to have a female Prime Minister342 and in
some aspects of their lives Sri Lankan women can claim to enjoy standards of living
which are higher than their sisters in other less-developed countries.343 Nearly six
decades of positive social programs such as the provision of universal education,
healthcare and food subsidies have meant that Sri Lanka has gender parity in social
welfare and relatively high levels of literacy344 and health indicators.345 The
international acceptance of women’s rights as human rights has driven the
enshrinement of anti-discrimination and universal suffrage standards in national
law.346 Despite issues with patriarchal norms and domestic violence, Sri Lankan
society does not generally have problems with ‘extreme forms of gender
discrimination within families such as dowry deaths, foeticide, infanticide and neglect
of the girl child.’347 Gender relations within families have also become more
equitable as a result of economic empowerment.
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Nevertheless, the problems of poverty in Sri Lanka means that women from lowincome communities ‘whose labour inputs are crucial to the survival and maintenance
of their families’ suffer hardships and often disproportionately bare ‘the burden of
structural adjustment programmes and increasing income disparities.’348 Women
workers earn about half that of their male counterparts and women form the majority
of the groups classified as the ‘working poor’—landless labourers, small-scale
farmers, cottage industry and domestic workers.349 Furthermore, poor infrastructure
means that women, who are most disadvantaged in terms of physical mobility,350
have reduced levels of access to transport and markets, particularly in rural areas.351

Slow macro-economic growth, persistent poverty and uneven infrastructure
development have combined with traditional patriarchal values and attitudes to affect
the status of women in Sri Lanka.352 Women in Sri Lanka are respected, loved and
praised when they conform to the ideals of the virtuous mother and dutiful wife, but
girls are taught to see their fertility and menstruation as a state of impurity and a sign
calling for her ‘responsibility to guard her virginity and her good name.’353 Women
are recognised for the responsibilities they take on within the home, but are expected
to step back and accept the leadership of their father, husband, brothers or even sons
and are seen as vicious, callous, ungrateful and dangerous if they do not accept their
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subordinate positions within their families and communities.354 While Sri Lanka has
had female Presidents and Prime Ministers and women have had the rights to vote
and be elected to Parliament since 1931, very few have been Ministers in areas other
than in ‘conventional “feminine” areas such as health [and] social services’355 and
currently only about 4% of parliamentarians are women. One reason listed for this
situation is the ‘gendered norm for male leadership.’356

Despite a Gender Development Index of 0.738 in 2004,357 Sri Lanka scored only
0.276 in the Gender Empowerment Measure,358 which quantifies women’s
achievements in terms of economic and political decision making power relative to
men359 and looks at factors such as percentages of females who are members of
parliament, senior officials and managers and professionals as well as income
ratios.360 Women are of course not a homogenous entity in a nation, and in a country
as diverse as Sri Lanka, women’s situations and life styles vary as a result of their
ethnicity, location, religion, class and age.361 Taking these factors into consideration,
this chapter will apply the theories and practices of development discussed in the
preceding chapters and apply them to Sri Lanka’s gendered development experience.
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4.1 Development and Women at the National Level
4.1.1 Healthcare, Education and Social Welfare
Over six decades of governmental commitment to social-welfare policies in Sri Lanka
has resulted in human development levels that are relatively high when considering
the country’s income poverty figures.362 The poverty reduction policies discussed in
Chapter Three were all universally implemented which significantly promoted gender
parity in access to healthcare and education. In recent developments, policy and
legislative initiatives have been introduced to strengthen the government’s response
to gender issues. These initiatives include a Women’s Rights Bill and the allocation
of 10% of ministry budgets for women’s programs as well as increasing maternity
leave entitlements to assist women to juggle work and family life.363 These policies
are in line with those advocated by GAD paradigm, which argues for the state to
support women’s roles through the provision of social welfare services.

The universal provision of free health services and food subsidies improved Sri
Lanka’s health indicators for both women and men but significant benefits were
provided for women through maternal and child health initiatives.364 While women
had lower life-expectancies in the first half of the twentieth century, this relationship
was reversed by 1965365 and the 2002 figures showed Sri Lankan women live on
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average six years longer than men.366 The structural adjustment policies of the 1980s
saw reductions in social welfare spending including health and education, and
regional disparities are significant despite being concealed in official statistics.367
Socio-economic and environmental factors such as poverty, deteriorating
infrastructure, access to safe drinking water and sanitation are reasons for continuing
problems with diseases such as malaria but there is no gender-based discrimination in
access to health services in Sri Lanka.368

Sri Lanka society greatly values education, which is widely considered to be ‘an
instrument of upward socioeconomic mobility.’369 Governments have been
committed to universal public access to primary, secondary and tertiary education
since independence, long before WID advocates highlighted the need for women to
be educated in order to be more empowered in society.370 As a result, girls from most
socio-economic backgrounds have access to schooling and in fact girls have slightly
higher rates of school and university371 enrolments than boys.372 Furthermore, there is
virtually no gender disparity in literacy levels of the population born after the
implementation of these policies.373 However education services, particularly in rural
areas, have been deteriorating recently due to budget constraints. Like problems with
health care, difficulties that girls and boys face in regards to educational opportunities
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are the result of Sri Lanka’s economic problems and regional imbalances rather than
gender disparities.374 Nevertheless it has been noted that ‘equal access to education
has not enabled women to enjoy equal access to employment, as reflected in the
higher education levels of unemployed women relative to unemployed men’375 This
has a lot to do with the nature of Sri Lanka’s economy and women’s roles in
employment.

4.1.2 Macro-economic Development and Sri Lankan Women
In a reflection of the case at an international level, development policies had been in
place on the national level in Sri Lanka since the 1950s but it was only in the 1970s
that women’s issues and roles in economic development were recognised.376 The
subsequent drive to ‘integrate women’s development’ resulted in increased
international funding for such projects and the establishment of bureaucratic
machinery for women’s affairs.377 The Sri Lankan Ministry of Women’s
Empowerment and Social Welfare seeks to promote gender-equity
in all aspects of public and private life by focusing on the prime issues of
discrimination by means of policies and strategies as through the implementation of
development programs.378

However, the programs implemented in the 1970s and 1980s were based upon
gender-role assumptions that saw women as mothers ‘or at best secondary earners
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engaged in gender appropriate economic activities’379 such as small-scale farming
and handicrafts production. In this sense, WID thinking did not have a marked impact
on national gender and development policies in Sri Lanka, although at the NGO level,
as elaborated below, an integration of women into the cash-economy was the mostfavoured poverty reduction approach.

Paid employment has become a chief method for women and their families to move
out of poverty380 and the macroeconomic policies of successive Sri Lankan
governments since independence has impacted the nature of women’s work in the
country. Women’s roles as factory workers, plantation labour and migrant domestic
workers have bolstered Sri Lanka’s export-orientated economy.381 The importsubstitution polices of the 1970s created new opportunities for women in new
industries such as plastics and ceramics and manufacturing jobs in the garment
factories. These jobs, which were promoted by policy changes which encouraged
export-oriented growth, have predominantly gone to female workers.382

The gender issues highlighted by these developments have been raised by neoMarxist feminists who point out the exploitation of women in multinational
factories383 which exist in Sri Lanka’s free-trade zones. Around 90% of garment
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factory employees are female384 and despite the relative empowerment which comes
from having a cash income, the nature of work in these factories often reinforces the
subordination of women. They have no room for promotion from their semi-skilled,
assembly-line production tasks, they work long-hours for the low wages which
encouraged the establishment of these multinational industries and they are subject to
occupational health hazards and job insecurity in an increasingly de-regulated labour
environment of weak labour-law enforcement385 and restricted trade union activity.386

Another common practice in the garment industry is outsourcing to home-based
workers, the majority of whom are again women. It is argued that this form of homebased work allows women to engage in wage income without neglecting their
domestic responsibilities such as child care.387 However, this informal sector is
completely out of the ambit of labour regulation and the exploitation of these women
workers is pronounced.388 Through sub-contracting, the manufacturer is able to
circumvent labour regulations as well as entitlements such as sick leave and overtime
while the workers are required to outlay capital for equipment and machinery in order
to complete their work.389
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Migrant workers are a major source of Sri Lanka’s national income and the majority
of Sri Lankans travelling overseas to work in garment factories or as housemaids are
women.390 The state intervened in the 1990s to regulate the industry and protect these
workers from harassment, exploitation and injustice and offer support in terms of
advice, insurance and training.391 However, this form of employment highlights the
gendered trends in employment opportunities for largely educated and healthy Sri
Lankan women.392

The disparities of income poverty between women in the urban and rural areas of Sri
Lanka are pronounced.393 While structural changes and lack of opportunity have
propelled some rural women to seek employment in garment factories and as
domestic workers in urban areas or overseas,394 Jayaweera claims that ‘[c]ontrary to
theories of displacement of women in the agriculture sector as a consequence of
‘modernization”’, rural women are still actively involved in agricultural activities and
patterns of economic activity have not significantly changed.395
Concomitantly, when men moved to urban areas to seek alternative income, women
become burdened with agricultural and income-generating work in addition to
domestic responsibilities.396 Around 40% of agriculturally workers are women, but of
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those, 70% undertake unpaid family tasks.397 Traditional industries which are
dominated by women such as handloom weaving and coir processing continue to
operate but these forms of industries lack the capacity to be competitive in the
international market398 and these women are often unable to gain access to the
Samurdhi enterprise support programs399 because their outputs are too small.400

4.2 Grassroots Women’s Development in Sri Lanka
Since independence, Sri Lankan governments have attempted to drive development
through specific social-welfare policies aimed at reducing poverty as well as through
macro-economic policy geared towards increasing growth. While employment
income is the chief method used by women to get themselves and their families out of
poverty, economic policy has resulted in many women being disadvantaged in
gaining employment, relegated to home-based work in the informal sector or engaged
in tedious work which is exploitative and only magnifies gender subordination. In
interviews, representatives from the three NGOs discussed in Chapter Three indicated
that the need to provide women with alternatives to working in garment factories or
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going overseas to be housemaids was the central reason their organisation’s women’s
development projects were implemented.401

4.2.1 Income Generation
While Government policy has mainly focused on macro-level development to
stimulate economic growth, micro-enterprise development support for women in Sri
Lanka is chiefly arranged through the collaboration of NGOs and commercial banks
rather than through State programs such as Samurdhi.402 In line with WID thinking,
programs implemented by NGOs focus on enterprise and business development
rather than welfare in order to promote women’s economic empowerment.403
However, gender imbalances still exist for Sri Lankan small businesses with only 5%
being owned or managed by women.404 Studies show that micro-credit and selfemployment programs have often ‘perpetuated poverty among the majority of lowincome women’405 and that income-generation projects were ineffective as women
often lack the capital and training support necessary to run successful small
businesses.406

Despite these criticisms and limitations, income-generation programs—such as those
supported by Sewalanka, Siyath and Sarvodaya—continue to be dominant in
401
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development circles. Feminist scholars such as Bandarage407 argue that these microbusiness projects are generally in the areas of traditional feminine industries such as
food processing, handloom weaving, handicrafts, sewing and coir production and
other cottage industries.408 However, regardless of how gendered these projects may
be, the economic integration approach has often been successful in alleviating
income-poverty for the particular Sri Lankan women who are involved. The programs
implemented by Sewalanka and Sarvodaya challenge the criticism levelled at the
ineffectiveness of income-generation projects. Upon realisation that facilitation and
provision of information, guidance, counselling, skills development and marketing
training are imperative for the success of small business ventures,409 both
organisations have integrated entrepreneurial training and capacity building with their
micro-credit loan schemes410 with more effective results.411

While Sewalanka has a specific Women’s Empowerment Project, Sarvodaya’s
Economic Enterprises Development Services (SEEDS) takes a gendered focus in its
general developmental activities.412 Approximately 67% of SEEDS clients413 and
86% of the participants in technical skills development programs414 in the quarter to
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31 June 2005 were women. Rural women who previously had no other economic
opportunities in the formal sector accounted for 70-80% of entrepreneurs who
generated income to support their families.415 However, several studies of women’s
involvement with micro-finance through SEEDS have indicated that in several cases
women applied for loans at the insistence of their husbands, who then appropriated
the money for their own businesses,416 and that loans and training were used by
women for domestic purposes instead of enterprise development.417

Home-based small businesses are a useful means for women to juggle domestic
responsibilities with the task of generating income418 as well as avoiding the risks of
exploitation that come from engaging in sub-contracting with large-scale garment
manufacturers.419 However, women often need support in terms of obtaining credit to
improve their businesses and market their products and the national economic crisis
and factors such as drought and rising business costs affected the success of many
micro businesses.420 These reasons highlight the need for women engaged in microenterprises to be supported with business advice and counselling421 as well as to take
part in collectives in order to be more effective in credit and marketing aspects of
their ventures.
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4.2.1 Participatory Development
Women have also significantly engaged with Siyath Foundation’s participatory
development approach in the coir processing industry in Sri Lanka, as detailed in
Chapter Three. Within the context where individual women processed coir fibre for
the local trader whose trading practices often left women trapped in debt, their
involvement in collectives enabled them to buy raw materials at better prices, find
more profitable means of distributing the processed products and taking out loans to
further improve their enterprises.422 The success of these initiatives have allowed
women to ‘come into their own in the public sphere of activity in the village, an area
hitherto occupied solely by men [and have gained] respect from their male colleagues
in other organizations.’423

Despite feminist critiques of participatory development,424 the approach appears to
work fairly well in Sri Lanka where women’s involvement in their communities is
accepted. While there are gendered norms operating in Sri Lankan family values,
women are often forced to take responsibility within villages where men have been
lost as a result of the ethnic conflict425 or are unable to take on family responsibilities
due to alcoholism.426 Women form the majority in around 75% of Sarvodaya’s
Shramadana Societies427 and the Sarvodaya Women’s Movement undertakes
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demand-centred development programs.428 The examples presented by Mosse’s
critique of participatory development, of women being excluded from or unable to
participate,429 are not evident in the participatory development programs implemented
by the NGOs examined in this thesis.

However, the criticisms of participatory development regarding gendered ideals and
increasing women’s burdens430 can be applied to these cases. The nature of the work
performed by women as part of these poverty alleviation programs confines them
within the feminine and domestic domain. Coir production, food processing,
handloom weaving, handicrafts, sewing and other cottage industries are essentially
feminine tasks and income-generation and development programs in these areas
uphold traditional norms of women’s domesticity.431 Within impoverished families,
women are also idealised in their commitment to the welfare of their children and the
need to eradicate poverty. The tendency of Sri Lankan men in poorer communities to
neglect their family responsibilities as a result of gambling or alcoholism is generally
accepted as a common occurrence within society and becomes justification for
women to take on almost all responsibilities for the family.432

However, the example of Siyath Foundation’s participatory development work with
women in the coir industry on the Southern coastal best of Sri Lanka is interesting in
428
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that it is not a case of external forces imposing outside values and additional
responsibilities upon already burdened women. Rather than encouraging new microenterprises such as cottage industries, Siyath’s approach allows women coir-workers
to improve their return from existing labour practices. The over-burdening and
exploitation had already existed before the development process had been
implemented, and the women involved had already been working in coir-production
as well as their domestic responsibilities.433 By improving existing practices, this
particular approach has actually assisted women coir-workers in balancing their dual
roles because they are able to gain more from their productive activities and provide
more for their families.

4.2.3 Community Development
As noted in Chapter Two, approaches to development and women must consider the
dual reproductive and productive roles undertaken by women in their communities.
Simply encouraging income-generation is inadequate, as highlighted by critics of
WID thinking, because often women cannot deal with the burden of providing
economic support for their families as well as looking after and raising children. The
case of Sri Lanka is encouraging because the State has undertaken responsibility to
provide social services such as healthcare and education to assist women and their
families.434 In line with the GAD approach, NGOs also play a role ensuring that the
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community, at a national, local and kinship level, supports the emancipation of
women and promotes their dual roles as mothers and economic contributors.435

Setting up a pre-school is one of the first major projects of Sarvodaya’s community
empowerment program and subsequently Mother’s Groups are built around this
service. Through these groups, Sarvodaya provides basic healthcare and nutrition
information, home economics training and support for home gardening.436 Parental
education programs are implemented and involve mothers and fathers because of the
recognition that men also need to play a role in the growth of their families, but the
empowerment of mothers is foregrounded as economic dependence on men is often a
problem in poorer communities.437 Women from the community are also hired and
trained to be teachers at the pre-school and community health workers, thereby
providing them with employment opportunities which would otherwise be
unavailable to them.438

4.3 Conclusion
Many aspects of the case of women’s development in Sri Lanka highlight the
continued dominance of liberal development thinking and practice. At the national
level, macro-economic development policies in Sri Lanka have focused on gearing
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the national economy towards export-orientated growth but have not assisted in
promoting the development of women. While the development of new industries
brought new opportunities for employment, work for women in multinational
manufacturing factories exemplifies gender-subordination as well as capitalist
exploitation.439 Overseas domestic work may bring substantial financial rewards but
at the expense of women’s capacities to be part of their families and communities.

Even grassroots programs aimed at providing women with alternatives to these forms
of exploitative and subordinating employment emphasise enterprise development and
integration into the capitalist economy in order to gain self-reliance and promote
poverty alleviation. However, participatory development programs which operate
within an economic framework dominated by neo-liberal ideology have benefited Sri
Lankan women despite criticism that this approach disadvantages women from
actually participating.440 This positive outcomes can be ascribed the fact women in
Sri Lanka are generally more socially empowered than other developing countries.
Women have always been active in economic as well as domestic responsibilities,
particularly in agriculture and industries such as coir production.441 Collective action
has also enabled women to empower themselves and gain respect from their male
peers, despite cultural norms.442
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The Sri Lankan case shows the effectiveness of state intervention in providing social
services to support women’s development as advocated by the GAD paradigm. The
provision of universal education and healthcare has ensured gender parity in literacy
and quality of life indicators, although the provision and quality of these services are
suffering due to budgetary constraints. Where state intervention has been inadequate,
NGOs such as Sarvodaya have provided community support for women to undertake
their reproductive and productive roles simultaneously. There is still a fair way to go
before women’s development in Sri Lanka is successful in totality, but of course there
continues to be debate over what successful development ultimately is.
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Conclusion

5.1 The Dilemmas of Development
From its beginnings in the post World War II reconstruction era, development has
become a global industry.443 As well as being a significant field of academic
discourse, international development is a massive socio-political phenomenon which
has grown over half a century. This thesis has sought to examine the relationship
between international development theory and the practical effects of development
processes upon women in Sri Lanka. This study began by exploring the concept of
‘development’ as well as the various surrounding theories and their contribution to
the realisation of development policy and practice.

The traditional orthodox liberal paradigm of development, which was dominant in the
1950’s and 1960s, argues that national economic growth is the key to combating
poverty. This approach recommends that poorer countries must alter the structure of
their economies, namely through industrialisation.444 Economic development and
growth in national incomes promotes increased investment and consumption, and
thus improves standards of living.445 The liberal economic paradigm operates
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concurrently with the modernisation theory, which aims to correct the failure of
Western-style economic growth models in non-Western countries by essentially
‘Westernising’ them.446 Modernisation theory proposes that the replication of
successful growth as seen in modern, developed nations can be achieved when poor
countries with traditional economic structures make the transition to become modern
industrialised societies.447

The failure of traditional liberal economic development theory and the ‘trickle down’
approach led to the formulation of alternative approaches. Critiques of orthodox
development theory such as neo-Marxist dependency theory highlight that the
problem of underdevelopment is a result of the nature of the liberal-capitalist
international system.448 Participatory development calls for the need to prevent
‘development from degenerating into a bureaucratic, top-down and dependency
creating institution.’449 These critiques also support the need to promote human
development which directly improves the lives of people living in poverty.450

A key observation to be drawn from examining development theory and practice is
the shift from grand proposals for macro-economic growth in poorer countries to
small-scale projects aimed at poverty-alleviation which directly assist the poor. These
observations can be seen in the case of Sri Lanka’s development experience as
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discussed in Chapter Three. Initially, orthodox liberal approaches influenced Sri
Lankan macroeconomic policies which sought to increase national income through
international trade. The limited success of economic growth policies in isolation
highlighted the need for ‘asset redistribution and provision of basic services’451 as
well as small-scale development projects supported at the national and NGO level in
order to directly achieve poverty-alleviation goals. Specific policies such as the
provision universal healthcare delivery and education have resulted in higher human
development indicators relative to national income levels.452

After half a century of debate on development theories, the emergence of the ‘postdevelopment’ school highlights the frustrations which exist with the concept itself.
This approach rejects the concept of development, arguing that ‘the negative
consequences which have been observed to result from development are intrinsic to
the process rather than being unintentional side effects of it.’453 Post-development
highlights the negative effects of relativism and comparisons which arise from the
concept. Furthermore, the entrenchment of ethnocentric and colonial values within
the discourse of development is portrayed as perpetuating hierarchies of power and
difference rather than rectifying them.454

Development is currently suffering from a dilemma. With the renewed momentum
gained by the UN’s Millennium Development Project and global campaigns such as
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Make Poverty History,455 the concept of development is firmly entrenched as part of
the international politics. The problem is that the processes which are in place to
achieve these goals are essentially the same ones which have failed for over half a
century. In particular, the dominance of the neo-liberal paradigm in international
politics continues to promote practices such as integration of the global market, trade
liberalisation and the international division of labour456—processes which have
clearly failed to bring about positive social change in poor countries over the decades.
Post-development argues for ‘development’ to be done away with, but it appears that
this concept and its processes are here to stay. And it may be a long time before it is
no longer required to exist.

5.2 Feminist Development: Problems with Theory and
Practice
Chapter Two of this thesis highlighted the emergence of feminist approaches to
development from the recognition that mainstream development thinking and practice
had effectively neglected the roles of women. Like mainstream development
thinking, the feminist paradigms of development were debated and reformulated in
response to their limited success in practice.
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The liberal-feminist Women in Development paradigm promotes the integration of
women within existing social structures and ideas of modernisation and economic
growth.457 This approach continues to be dominant in development circles as a result
of the prevalence of neo-liberal ideology.458 While WID thinking concludes that
modernisation occurs concurrently with women’s subordination, it assumes this is the
result of approaches to reach development goals which exclude women rather than
the result of the questioning the modernisation process itself. The Marxist-feminist
Women and Development approach calls for the overhaul of the unfair international
capitalist system in line with mainstream dependency theory. However, both
approaches have been criticised for failing to adequately address the need for women
to balance their economic and social roles as producers and reproducers.459

The Gender and Development school emerged as a social-feminist critique to
modernisation theory and argues that the state and wider community must assist in
balancing women’s dual roles, through the provision of social services and support.460
However, both governments and development institutions have been reluctant to
support the sweeping structural changes advocated by this paradigm.461

The central issue regarding the debate on feminist development is balancing women’s
complex socio-economic roles within the process of poverty alleviation. WID
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projects promote the integration of women into the capitalist economy through
enterprise development and income-generation as the most effective way to
encourage women’s economic—and therefore social—empowerment. Small homebased businesses can allow women to juggle domestic responsibilities while
generating income to support their families,462 but in reality this approach can burden
women with the tasks of poverty alleviation and caring for their families.463
Furthermore, these businesses tend to be in gendered industries such as foodproduction and handicrafts which have the effect of restricting women within
traditional gender roles and the domestic sphere.464 Participatory development
practices also come under scrutiny by feminist critiques which highlight that women
are often unable to meaningfully participate because of the demanding nature of their
domestic responsibilities and social factors such as the exclusion of women from the
public sphere.465

The concept of development is surrounded by great deals of debate. Every theory is
criticised and challenged from every angle and while this can be constructive in order
to improve theories and practices, it is important to note this can also result in the
ideas being stuck in a quagmire of academic argument as people in poorer countries
continue to be disadvantaged. After outlining the debate, this thesis has attempted to
ask: despite the many ideas, theories, debates and criticisms, has any of this actually
helped poor women in Sri Lanka?
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5.3 Development, Women, Sri Lanka: What Works, What
Doesn’t, What Now?
Mainstream women-focused development in Sri Lanka has promotes incomegeneration as the main poverty-alleviation tactic. This process stays within the
framework of liberal capitalism which is so firmly entrenched in the international
system. However, there has also been the recognition of the need for social support
and the provision of social services in order to achieve meaningful development. It is
important to note that Sri Lanka’s macro-economic policies, which aim to increase
national income within the global capitalist system, continue to result in minimal
growth and provide exploitative avenues for women’s employment. On the other
hand, social policies have presented significant improvements in human development
indicators.466

The universal application of poverty reduction policies such as free education,
healthcare and nutrition programs have ensured gender parity in human development
in Sri Lanka.467 These and additional policies such as increasing maternity leave
entitlements468 are in-line with GAD approaches where the state supports women’s
roles through the provision of social welfare services. However, the continued
delivery of these services has been negatively affected by the external economic
problems in Sri Lanka. In this situation where state intervention to support women
through the provision of social services has been inadequate, NGO involvement has
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played a part in providing community support for the emancipation of women and
promotion of their dual roles as mothers and economic contributors.469 An example of
this is Sarvodaya’s community development processes.

The integration of women into the cash-economy is the most prevalent povertyalleviation approach in Sri Lanka. Upon the re-structuring of the national economy to
favour export-oriented growth, paid employment as factory workers, plantation
labour and migrant domestic workers has been the key way in which women can
move themselves and their family out of poverty.470 Nevertheless, these employment
opportunities are often exploitative and magnify gender subordination,471 indicating
the need for more alternative forms of income-generation and poverty alleviation
programs for women. These programs are generally micro-financed small-business
projects such as food production and handicrafts472 which allow women to generate
income working from home while still being able to fulfil their domestic
responsibilities.

These types of projects which are supported by NGOs such as Sarvodaya and
Sewalanka have come under criticism,473 as discussed above. However, problems
relating to the failure of small businesses and non-payments of loans have been
overcome by the holistic approaches of these projects including business skills
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training in order to achieve more successful results.474 Furthermore, the criticisms
regarding women’s social inability to meaningfully participate in community
development initiatives are essentially not applicable to the projects examined
because of the fact that women’s involvement in the economic activities in their
communities is generally accepted within Sri Lankan society.475

Criticisms regarding the tendency of income-generation projects to confine women to
the domestic sphere and increase the burden of women’s responsibilities are,
however, applicable. While these criticisms advocate sweeping social changes which
are unlikely to occur in the near future, the projects examined work within the
structures of capitalism and gendered norms to at least achieve a small—yet still
meaningful—amount of progress. The key example is Siyath’s work with women coir
workers in Sri Lanka. This approach assisted women to reduce existing burdens by
improving existing practices rather than imposing additional responsibilities. Women
are continually going to struggle with their roles as producers and carers. Until
significant changes to values and attitudes regarding gender roles occur, processes
which can make women’s lives just a little better should be considered successes.
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5.4 The Final Word
Development is a phenomenon which can only be achieved once the need for it is
eradicated.476 Over half a century after the idea of development came became a key
element in the international arena, it is facing a crisis. If the goals of development
have not been achieved already then it is not a forgone conclusion to say they can be
achieved in the next fifty years if the same ideas and values continue to be
recirculated. Within the scope of this study, it can be concluded that if holistic
approaches are pragmatically applied within the constraints of social structures which
are unlikely to change, small successes may be achieved.

Finding a balance between the main opposing viewpoints on development—
increasing economic growth to allow the market to provide improvements in living
standards or direct government intervention with the provision welfare to ensure
equitable distribution477—may be a sensible path. The case of Sri Lanka shows that
the provision of basic welfare services can promote human development where
economic benefits do not trickle down. Nevertheless, the international community
still needs to critically assess why complete success in reducing poverty has not yet
been achieved in Sri Lanka (and other less-developed countries) and agree on how to
do so. Until significant social and structural changes occur, small projects can work
within the existing system to make the lives of people living in poverty a little easier.
Basic improvements can be made to people’s lives by moving beyond the simple
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dichotomies of claims advocating macro-economic structural change or calling for
the complete reconsideration of ‘development’.

This pragmatic approach also applies to the dilemma facing women as they attempt to
balance their roles as mothers and earners. It will be a long time before sweeping
reconsiderations of gender roles as advocated by theorists are actualised. In the
meantime, the slightest possibility of making women’s lives even just a little easier
should be embraced. The results may not be perfect, but a small improvement is still
an infinite times better than nothing.

Meanwhile, the search for the perfect solution to the problems of poverty and genderroles continues…
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